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Abstract
Many industrial real-time embedded systems are very large, flexible and highly configurable software
systems. Such systems are becoming ever more complex, and we are reaching the stage where even
if existing timing analysis was feasible from a cost and technical perspective, the analysis results are
overly pessimistic, making them less useful to the practitioner. When combined with the fact that most
existing real-time embedded systems tend to be probabilistic in nature due to high complexity featured
by advanced hardware and more flexible and/or adaptive software applications, this advocates moving
toward pragmatic timing analysis, which are not specifically limited by constrains related to intricate
task execution and temporal dependencies in systems. In this thesis, we address this challenge, and we
present two pragmatic timing analysis techniques for real-time embedded systems.

The first contribution is a simulation-based analysis using two simple yet novel search algorithms of
meta-heuristic type, i.e., a form of genetic algorithms and hill-climbing with random restarts, yielding
substantially better results, comparing traditional Monte Carlo simulation-based analysis techniques.

As the second contribution, we discuss one major issue when using simulation-based methods for timing
analysis of real-time embedded systems, i.e., model validity, which determines whether a simulation
model is an accurate representation of the system at the certain level of satisfaction, from a task response
time and execution time perspective.

The third contribution is a statistical timing analysis which, unlike the traditional timing analysis, does
not require worst-case execution times of tasks as inputs, and computes a probabilistic task worst-case
response time estimate pertaining to a configurable task reliability requirement.

In addition, a number of tools have been implemented and used for the evaluation of our research results.
Our evaluations, using dierent simulation models depicting fictive but representative industrial control
applications, have shown a clear indication that our new timing analysis techniques have the potential to
be both applicable and useful in practice, as well as being complementary to software testing focusing on
timing properties of real-time embedded systems that are used in the domains of industrial automation,
aerospace and defense, automotive telematics, etc.
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Svensk sammanfattning

Många av dagens industriella system innehåller programvara, och de har med
tiden kontinuerligt utvecklats och vuxit till stora, komplexa och komplicer-
ade mjukvarusystem. För många av dessa industriella system är korrekt funk-
tion beroende av att programvanan utför rätt saker vid rätt tid. Säkerställandet
av timing hos programvaran kräver att det går att genomföra modellering och
analys. Denna typ av analys av timing kallas för realtidsanalys, och över de
senaste 40 åren har det utvecklats en uppsjö av olika tekniker för modellering
och analys av realtidssystem.

Trots att dessa analyser ger möjligheter att analysera timing hos industriella
system så är analysresultaten ofta för pessimistiska, vilket, såvida inte predik-
terbarheten har designats in explicit, gör analysen mindre användbar i realis-
tiska situationer. Anledningen till att dessa analyser är mindre användbara är
att de är baserade på enkla modeller vilket kräver pessimistiska förenklingar
när man ska modellera komplexa system samt att analyserna hittar de faktiska
värstafallsresponstiderna gör att de resultat som erhålls är så osannolika och
förenklade att de är oanvändbara.

I denna avhandling föreslår vi istället en ny typav analys av inbyggda re-
altidssystem som tar ansats i att introducera en sannolikhet för att en värstafalls-
responstid ska inträffa. Givet en sådan analys så kan man filtrera bort analys-
värden som är accepterbart osannolika, och analysen blir därmed användbar
för en större mängd komplexa industriella programvarusystem med krav på
timing.

Avhandlingen innehåller tre vetenskapliga bidrag.
Det första bidraget är en kombination av optimeringsalgoritmer och tradi-

tionell simuleringsteknik vilket visar sig ge bra resultat när det gäller att finna
realistisk timing hos komplexa realtidsystem.

Det andra bidraget är användning av statistiska metoder för att göra model-
lvaliditetskontroll. Denna validitetskontroll är avgörande för att säkerställa att
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analys görs på modeller som verkligen återspeglar det analyserade systemets
tidsbeteende.

Det tredje bidraget är en statistisk responstidsanalys som inte kräver att
värsta möjliga exekveringstider är kända för att erhålla den värsta responstiden
hos programvaran, givet en sannolikhet att där inte finns någon längre respon-
stid. Man kan då med statistiska metoder kontrollera hur detaljerad analys som
ska genomföras för att få tillräckligt tillförlitliga responstidsvärden.

Alla bidrag har utvärderats på modeller av komplexa inbyggda program-
varusystem och resultaten ger en tydlig indikation på att de föreslagna metoder-
na är praktiskt användbara.



 

 

 

论文概要 
 

迄今为止，很多工业实时嵌入式系统是规模庞大，结构灵活和具有高可配置性的。由

于这些系统越来越复杂，我们所面临的现实是：应用现有的实时分析方法去分析这些

复杂系统在实际中的不可行性。进一步说，当考虑到实时嵌入式系统中的软硬件都具

有极高的复杂性和灵活性，相应地，实时系统的任务时间行为呈现复杂的概率分布。

因此，我们应该着重于开发具有实际应用性的关于实时嵌入式系统的实时分析方法。

针对以上的问题和挑战，此篇论文提出了两种解决方案。 

我们的第一个研究贡献是一套应用动态仿真优化的实时分析方法。具体来说，此方法

采用两种不同的元启发式搜索，通过使用遗传学算法和爬山法，来对传统的蒙特卡罗

模拟进行优化。经过对于工业仿真模型的评估，我们发现，和传统的蒙特卡罗模拟方

法相比，我们的方法能够在更短的模拟时间内取得更好的模拟结果。 

我们的第二个研究贡献是一套模拟仿真模型的验证方法。通过应用统计学的方法，我

们可以完成对目标系统和模拟系统关于任务响应时间和执行时间的仿真模型验证。 

我们的第三个贡献为一套应用统计学的实时分析方法。和传统的实时分析方法不同，

我们的方法既不需要已知最差任务执行时间，也不需要系统仿真模型或是系统源代码，

而是通过对目标系统进行创新式采样，然后基于极限值理论来对采集样本进行统计学

分析，最后计算出一个带有概率的，符合一定任务可靠性标准的任务响应时间。 

此外，我们还开发了一系列工具来支持我们的研究理论。通过对数组工业系统模型的

评估，我们发现我们的方法具有很高的准确性和很强的实际应用性。它们能够为那些

在工业自动化，宇宙航天，汽车通讯领域工作的实时嵌入式系统的实时分析提供重要

的理论依据和工具支持。 
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Nothing Rhymed III – A
Little Bit Yellow Life

If life was a word, I don’t understand. Simplest sound, four letters.

If life was a word, do you understand? Though the simplest sound,
only four letters.

Life is not fair, when it was not fair at all. I am always washing
the pain by using new pains.

Life is not easy, when it was not easy at all. I am always walking
away from the color by setting in new colors.

Life is not straightforward, when it was not straightforward at all.
I am always removing the fake by adding new fakes.

When there was a time, people started putting you down enough,
then what will you start to believe?

When there was always a time, people started painting you in their
colored eyes, then what is the color of you?

The feeling about being a cheap underdog is just so amazing to
me, since I believe it is exactly where all of us get started, no mat-
ter what is the color of you.

So if life was a word, what is its taste? The simplest combination,
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the four tastes.

You may know that life is not about how hard it hits you and de-
stroy you by its colored hits. It is more about how much you can
gain from the hits and keep moving forward, as a person. More
precisely, as a better person, no matter what is the color of you.

So if life was a word, I am trying to understand it now. The sim-
plest sound and combination, only four “colored” letters.

No matter whatever it was, or whatever it is, or whatever it is go-
ing to be, I really do not care, and I will just rise and overcome
it now, in my different purple way, with my courage in patience,
which is more important.

Je suis un être singulier dans une géneration désenchantée.

Je vous remercie pour votre gentillesse et votre présence.

La vie en jaune.

C’est la vie.

Bien à vous,
Yue Luis Lu
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selle Séverine Sentilles, who dear she helped me with my broken
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votre amitié et votre aide.
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Notes for Readers

This thesis deals with the development of pragmatic timing analysis techniques
for real-time embedded systems. In Chapter 3, we introduce the intended sys-
tems featuring intricate task execution and temporal dependencies, resulting in
some interesting statistical characteristics of systems’ timing behavior. Chap-
ter 4, 5 and 6 position our proposed pragmatic timing analysis techniques, to-
gether with the prototype tools implementing our methods, as well as demon-
stration of using these tools in the evaluation of our simulation models depict-
ing two fictive but representative industrial control applications, respectively.
These three chapters present the main research contributions of this thesis.

To get an introduction and a summary of the thesis; the research challenges
we are about to overcome, and the contributions in brief, the reader is referred
to Chapter 1. Chapter 2 introduces a formal definition of a real-time embedded
system including basic background on real-time scheduling, and defines impor-
tant terms in the area of timing and schedulability analysis. Finally, Chapter 7
summarizes and concludes the thesis, and discusses some possible future re-
search directions in short.

xi
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time systems are computer systems of which the correctness depends not
only on the logical correctness of the computations performed, but also on the
point in time the results are provided. Such systems are typically found in
embedded applications such as industrial robotic control systems and telecom-
munication systems. In this thesis we explore pragmatic timing analysis tech-
niques for real-time embedded systems containing intricate task execution and
temporal dependencies. To be specific, we have proposed and developed 1)
a simulation optimization-based timing analysis technique (which uses two
simple yet novel search algorithms of metaheuristic type) and, 2) a statistical
timing analysis technique using different statistical methods and search algo-
rithms.

In this chapter, we give an introduction of our research by starting with the
overall research problem, and then introducing research challenges, overview
of our solutions, and contributions. Finally, we conclude this chapter with the
outline of the thesis.

1.1 Motive for the Research

To date, our daily life is getting more and more dependent on embedded sys-
tems, as they are becoming more powerful, highly flexible, and less expensive.
Typically, embedded systems consist of electronics and software operating to
adapt to, or control, its environment. They are different from desktop comput-
ers in the sense of interacting with environment via inputs for analog and digital
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sensors, and different types of communication buses and other devices, rather
than a screen or keyboard. Embedded systems constitute more than 99% of all
computers in the world [75, 4], and they are commonly used in a wide range of
application domains, such as telecommunication, manufacturing, avionics and
aerospace, automotive, automation, power control, medical care and so on.

Many industrial embedded systems are very large, flexible, and highly con-
figurable software systems, containing event-triggered tasks being triggered by
other tasks in complex, nested patterns. Consequently, they have a very compli-
cated runtime behavior. Such systems may consist of millions of lines of code,
and contain hundreds of tasks, many of which are with real-time constraints.
Examples of such systems include the robotic control system IRC 5, developed
by ABB1, as well as several telecommunication systems. In such systems,
many tasks have intricate dependencies in their temporal behavior, such as 1)
asynchronous message-passing and global shared state variables, which may
decide important control-flow conditions with major impact on task execution
time as well as task response time, 2) task offsets, and 3) runtime changeability
of priorities and periods of tasks.

To maintain, analyze and reuse industrial real-time embedded systems is
very important, difficult and expensive, which, however, offers high business
value responding to great concern in industry. In particular, one specific prob-
lem in maintenance, i.e., modifying the system after delivery to correct faults,
improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a changed
environment, is the risk for introducing timing-related errors. For such sys-
tems in safety-critical applications, both functional and non-functional correct-
ness are often equally important to be ensured. Thus, temporal behavior, e.g.,
Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT) of the adhering tasks in systems has to
be known. For instance, a failing industrial robot could halt an entire produc-
tion line in a factory for hours, causing a huge financial loss. Software bugs
that lead to slow response time in Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) in cars could
cause loss of human lives, and recall of several hundreds of thousands of ve-
hicles to maintenance and bug-fixing. Another fact found by IBM is that 50%
of the warranty costs in cars are related to electronics and their embedded soft-
ware, and that 30% of those costs are related to timing flaws. The resulting
incorrect operation cost industry billions of Euros annually [18].

However, due to high complexity of such systems, the existing relatively
well-developed theories for modeling and analysis of real-time systems are
having problems which limit their application in the context. For instance,

1www.abb.com, 2012.
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timing analysis methods such as the basic Response-Time Analysis (RTA) and
its variations [32], are often not applicable, as their assumptions of indepen-
dent tasks in the analysis do not hold in such systems. The results of the
analysis thereby become overly pessimistic; often too pessimistic to be use-
ful. Moreover, the methods like RTA and its variations rely on the existence
of a Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) of each task. Correspondingly, the
quality of the analysis is directly correlated to the quality of WCET estimates.
In order to perform a safe analysis covering system worst-case scenarios, static
WCET analysis [79] has to be adopted in the context, of which assumption is
that tasks are isolated in the analysis. Nevertheless, such assumptions make
the option to use static WCET analysis to obtain task-level WCET estimates
not proper, due to the fact that task intricate temporal dependencies cannot be
well handled. Furthermore, today’s WCET tools cannot analyze the complex
high-performance CPUs used by many industrial systems, and they require ex-
haustive knowledge of all factors including both software and hardware, that
determine the execution history of the program under analysis, which is ex-
pensive to obtain. On the other hand, intellectual property restrictions and/or
incomplete documentation may even make it impossible to construct the cor-
responding timing model in analysis.

The state of practice in industry is that many companies developing their
real-time embedded systems have no means for timing analysis, and are forced
to rely on testing to find timing-related problems. Therefore, measurements
of response time are often performed using an instrumented executable for the
target system [53]. Nonetheless, for the systems with large size, complex be-
havior, and possibly very high response time of tasks under analysis, running
the actual system may be quite time-consuming and costly. Furthermore, con-
sidering that the number of samples often have to be in the order of tens of
thousands or even millions, consequently the total evaluation time can easily
become prohibitively long. Moreover, all timing errors can in most cases not
be detected in unit testing as they only occur in the integrated system, when
concurrent activities are interacting or interfering, under a very specific con-
dition. Additionally, it is not only extremely difficult and expensive to test all
scenarios in the system, but also hard to predict how a product will be used.
Enabling RTA of industrial real-time embedded systems is a problem of high
industrial relevance thereof.
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1.1.1 Non-traditional Expressive Timing Analysis Models

Using simulation, the evaluation time can be reduced dramatically by analyz-
ing a simpler model but still containing detailed behavior of the target system.
The most widely applied simulation-based analysis in both academia and in-
dustry is Monte Carlo simulation [56], where the simulation model often con-
tains execution time data from measurements. Monte Carlo simulation can
be described as keeping the highest result from a set of randomized simula-
tions. Examples of tools implementing Monte Carlo simulation include the
commercial tool VirtualTime2 and the academic tool ARTISST [23]. However,
the main drawback of Monte Carlo simulation is that of its low state-space
test coverage, which subsequently decreases the confidence in results of find-
ing rare system extreme scenarios, which, nevertheless, are necessary to be
explored. It therefore becomes a challenge for us to improve such coverage,
when simulation-based methods are applied.

Additionally, in order to perform pragmatic timing analysis of such sys-
tems, a more detailed system model, which depicts the original software pro-
gram in the system focusing on the behavior of significance for task schedul-
ing, communication and allocation of logical resources, should have to be used.
Furthermore, the model should be more expressive comparing the system mod-
els used in the basic RTA and its variations. Typically, such models need to be
at a certain level of abstraction, in order to avoid that the model becomes as
complex as the real system.

It is interesting to stress that another alternative approach to the simulation-
based methods is to apply formal analysis such as model checking. Model
checking can be used, for instance, to verify different properties of a software
system, e.g., absence of deadlocks, safety properties, and timeliness proper-
ties. Nevertheless, without either using abstraction / deduction techniques, or
limiting its application to the simple real-time embedded systems containing
less complex task execution dependencies [50], model checking always suffers
from the problem state space explosion, which limits its applicability.

1.2 Overview of Our Solutions
In this thesis, we present two main themes for pragmatic timing analysis of
real-time embedded systems containing intricate task execution and temporal
dependencies. In particular, the first theme deals with simulation optimization-

2www.rapitasystems.com/virtualtime, 2012.
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based timing analysis to improve the performance of the traditional Monte
Carlo simulation. The second theme deals with statistical timing analysis,
which, 1) unlike traditional timing analysis, does not require worst-case exe-
cution times of tasks as inputs, and 2) computes a probabilistic task worst-case
response time estimate.

1.2.1 Simulation Optimization-Based Timing Analysis
In this thesis we present two simulation optimization-based timing analysis
methods, called MABERA and HCRR respectively. Each of them applies a
meta-heuristic search algorithm on top of the traditional Monte Carlo simu-
lation, yielding substantially better simulation results in finding system rare
and extreme scenarios, compared with the Monte Carlo simulation. Though
the meta-heuristic search algorithms used in the two methods are different, the
process that they both share can be briefly divided into the following steps,
respectively:

• Population construction: Running the Monte Carlo simulation for a
certain number of times.

• Iterative improvements until threshold is reached: Changing sim-
ulation input parameters by using either genetic algorithms without the
operator crossover (in MABERA) or hill climbing using random-restarts
(in HCRR) iteratively, until e.g., the certain given simulation budgets are
consumed, or the results converge to a certain value without any further
improvements.

• Return the best solution: Returning the highest value of the task WCRT
estimates found by the algorithm.

Using these two timing analysis methods, we have conducted an evaluation
by using different simulation models inspired by two industrial control appli-
cations. Moreover, the evaluation results have shown that our methods can
substantially improve the simulation results in terms of finding much higher
WCRT estimates while at the same time requiring a lower number of simula-
tions, comparing traditional Monte Carlo simulation.

1.2.2 Simulation Model Validation Using Statistics
A major issue when using simulation-based timing analysis methods is model
validity, which is defined as the process of determining whether a simulation
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model is an accurate representation of the system, for the particular objectives
of the study [41]. As a model is an abstraction of the target system, some system
details may be omitted in the model, for instance when applying execution time
modeling of sub-tasks. Thus, the results from a simulation of such models may
not be identical to the recordings of the system, e.g., wrt. the task response time
and task execution time. In order to convince system experts to use simulation-
based methods, the models should reflect the system with a satisfactory level of
significance, i.e., as a sufficiently accurate approximation of the actual system.
Therefore, an appropriate model validation process should be performed before
using the models.

In this thesis, we also introduce our method for simulation model valida-
tion by using statistics. Specifically, our method is comprised of a sampling
method (to achieve qualified analysis samples by removing the adhering de-
pendencies which hinder the application of using statistics in the context) and
a non-parametric hypothesis test based upon a non-traditional hypothesis test.

1.2.3 Statistical Response-Time Analysis

We call the statistical approach to timing analysis of real-time embedded sys-
tems presented in this thesis RapidRT. Unlike the traditional timing analysis
methods, RapidRT does not require any results given by the WCET analysis,
and it produces a probabilistic WCRT estimate using response time samples
under a statistical constraint. Our approach can be briefly divided into the fol-
lowing five stages, namely:

1. The first stage of the analysis is to capture information from the available
sources concerning the Response Time (RT) of the individual tasks, e.g.,
the existing system logs containing recorded task RT data. Specifically,
no assumption is made as to whether such sources are collected either
via simulation, or by monitoring the behavior of the actual target using
software probes as introduced in Chapter 7 in [39].

2. Next, a task RT training data (consisting of a number of task RT sub-
training data corresponding to K statistical models to be introduced later
in Section 6.3, Chapter 6) is sampled from the set of available sources
achieved in Step One. Specifically, each sub-training data is taken so
that an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) assumption can be
made, and so that there are sufficient samples that appropriate tuning of
the final analysis can be performed.
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3. Then, a posterior statistical correction process is performed to allow the
primary objective of the analysis to be achieved, i.e., to obtain a safe and
tight WCRT estimate of tasks. This step decomposes the reliability target
for the WCRT of tasks, into a number of probabilities to be used in the
statistical analysis. Such probabilities are then associated with different
analysis context, such as our sampling method, Extreme Value Theory
(EVT) and the Goodness-Of-Fit (GOF) hypothesis test (of which more
details are given in Section 6.3.2, Chapter 6).

4. Given an appropriate task RT sub-training data, the statistical analysis
(using EVT, GOF hypothesis test and some search algorithm) is tuned
such that the maximum of a probability distribution generated with a
given set of parameters is a sufficiently close match, at the required sta-
tistical confidence, to the maximum of the actual distribution of the sub-
training data. At this step, a calibrated and tight PDF histogram of the
task WCRT consisting of the estimates of the maximum of each task RT
sub-training data is obtained.

5. The final stage is to use the achieved task WCRT PDF to obtain the final
WCRT of the task under analysis.

1.3 Contributions
The specific in-depth technical contributions of the presented research in this
thesis are summarized as follows:

• C1 A New More Expressive Timing Analysis Model for Real-Time Em-
bedded Systems that describes intricate task execution and temporal de-
pendencies. This model is described by using the modeling language in
the RTSSim simulation framework [38], and we use this new model for
the purpose of evaluation.

• C2 Two Simulation Optimization-Based Approaches to Timing Analy-
sis of Real-Time Embedded Systems which can substantially improve the
confidence in finding much higher WCRT estimates while requiring a
lower number of simulations, comparing traditional Monte Carlo simu-
lation, which is the state of art in simulation application in industry. The
proposed approaches are evaluated by using a set of simulation models
inspired by different industrial control applications.
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• C3 A Statistical Model Validation Method which addresses the im-
portant issue model validity, by using a non-parametric statistics when
the simulation-based analysis methods are used. The evaluation using
a number of simulation models describing a fictive but representative
industrial robotic control system, shows that our proposed method can
obtain the correct analysis results.

• C4 A Statistical Timing Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems which
consists of a novel sampling method together with a posterior statistical
correction process, to compute a probabilistic task WCRT estimate using
a given task reliability requirement. The proposed method is evaluated
by using simulation models inspired by an industrial control application.

• C5 A Set of Prototyping Tools implementing the ideas from C1-C4. The
corresponding toolchains include a number of implemented prototyping
tools and a few commercial softwares.

1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is written as a monograph, which consists of seven chapters that are
organized as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the particular research issues that this thesis seeks to
solve. In details, we discuss the motivation, our overall solutions, research
challenges and the contributions of the thesis: two pragmatic timing analysis
techniques for real-time embedded systems containing intricate task execution
and temporal dependencies.

Chapter 2 provides a formal definition of a real-time embedded system and
defines important terminology and definitions in the area of timing analysis.
This chapter also presents the basic background on real-time scheduling. In
particular, schedulability analysis, RTA (i.e., the basic RTA and its variations)
and the WCET analysis are presented.

Chapter 3 introduces our study system (inspired by an industrial robotic con-
trol application) and its relevant system model featured by the adhering task
execution and temporal dependencies. Additionally, we have also highlighted
some interesting representative descriptive statistics of tasks’ response time
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and execution time, and the difficulty of performing response-time analysis of
such systems, by using the existing analysis methods.

Chapter 4 presents our simulation-based timing analysis of real-time em-
bedded systems. Specifically, two simple yet novel search algorithms of meta-
heuristic type, i.e., a form of genetic algorithms and hill-climbing with random
restarts, are used to guide Monte Carlo simulation, yielding much better results
in terms of finding higher response times of tasks, corresponding to some rare
extreme cases. Moreover, two evaluation cases developed by our industrial
partners, and one validation case in the form of simulation models, are used for
the evaluation.

Chapter 5 tackles with an important issue when using simulation-based meth-
ods, i.e., simulation model validation. Typically, we address the issue by using
statistical methods, from a task response time and execution time perspective.
Traditionally, such validation work is difficult to be done, due to the compli-
cated system’s timing behavior which usually not only makes many of the ex-
isting statistical methods fail, but also drives the subjective methods to be in-
feasible in such context, due to that the number of scenarios is too large to be
practically considered.

Chapter 6 introduces our statistical timing analysis which provides the func-
tionality of deriving a calibrated and tight response time estimate of tasks in
real-time embedded systems containing intricate task execution and temporal
dependencies. To be specific, the analysis consists of a novel sampling method
and a posterior statistical correction process using different search algorithms
and statistical techniques.

Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the thesis, and discusses some possi-
ble future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Real-Time Embedded
Systems

In this chapter, we will firstly give an introduction to embedded real-time sys-
tems, followed by terminology and definitions used throughout this thesis.

2.1 Embedded Real-Time Systems
An embedded system is defined by IEEE in [72] as a computer system that is
part of a larger system, performing some of the functions of that system. A
more clear definition is given in [43], i.e., embedded systems are computing
systems with tightly coupled hardware and software integration, that are de-
signed to perform a dedicated function. So an embedded system is a computer
controlled system used to achieve a specific purpose and the computer is not the
end-product itself. Moreover, the role of embedded systems is often to replace
a traditional mechanical solution, consequently reducing production costs, in-
creasing efficiency and enhancing functionality of the product. For example,
by only relying on mechanical solutions, the functions of a modern car like
Electronic Damper Control (EDC) and Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) were
impossible to achieve. Furthermore, these systems are characterized by having
a fixed and limited amount of resources, such as memory, I/O and so on.

Systems that rely on time to function correctly are called real-time systems.
One common definition is [73]: real-time systems are computer systems in
which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical correctness
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of the computations performed, but also on which point in time the results are
provided. Moreover, a real-time system is not necessarily required to response
quickly, but should have a temporally predictable response. To exemplify this,
consider a classical example: triggering the airbag in a car when an accident
happens should be neither too early, nor too late. If the airbag is inflating too
early, it might be partially deflated at the time when the driver or passenger hits
it, leading to fatal results; If it is inflating too late or even not being deployed,
the driver or passenger will be posted to a severe situation of being injured,
mental fatigue and even dead in the worst case. Such timing, i.e., the time
from the event occurs until the computer control system produces a response is
called a response time, for the certain functionality.

There are two key characteristics of real-time systems, i.e., the classifica-
tion of the criticality of a failure and the activation of tasks in the system.

According to the first characteristic of the criticality of a system failure,
there are two types of real-time systems, i.e., hard real-time systems where
a failure is considered to be a fatal fault, and soft real-time systems where
occasional failures can be accepted or tolerable.

Hard real-time systems: A real-time system is said to be hard if completion
after its deadline can cause catastrophic consequences [16]. In other words,
for hard real-time applications, the system must be able to handle all possible
scenarios, including peak load situations. Consequently, the worst-case sce-
nario must be analyzed and considered.

Soft real-time systems: A real-time system is said to be soft if missing a
deadline decreases performance of the system, but does not jeopardize its cor-
rect behavior [16].

According to the above definitions, most real-time systems are soft, except
some safety critical systems, such as airbag, Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)1

in cars. Nonetheless, from the business point of view, if the consequence of
failures in soft real-time systems would cause a big financial loss, then such
systems are sometimes treated as hard real-time systems.

Concerning the second characteristic of the activation of tasks in the sys-
tem, there are two types of real-time systems, i.e., time-triggered and event-
triggered real-time systems.

Time-triggered real-time systems: Time-triggered systems are systems that
are controlled by the progress of time. The system is often characterized by an
enforced periodic activation pattern [37].

1The entire ABS system is considered to be a hard real-time system, while the sub-system that
controls the self diagnosis is considered as soft real-time.
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Event-triggered real-time systems: Event-triggered systems are systems
that are controlled by the arrival of an event. These systems are characterized
by aperiodic execution, with an unknown, and sometimes unbounded period
time [37].

In summation, the hard and safety critical parts of real-time systems have
to be guaranteed to meet their timing requirements, and a challenge is that
embedded real-time systems often have very limited resources. In order to
meet this challenge, developers of such systems need proper analysis method
and tool-support.

2.2 Real-Time Scheduling

From the perspective of operating systems, scheduling is the mechanism to
decide what task (job) to assign to the CPU at each specific time instant. Real-
time scheduling aims at scheduling all tasks while at the same time ensuring
that all tasks in the system will meet their corresponding timing requirements.

2.2.1 Task Model

Real-time software is often divided into so called tasks that represent threads of
control, which execute a piece of software. From a scheduling point of view, a
task is an abstraction of functionality and corresponds to a piece of sequentially
executable code. Tasks can be preemptable or non-preemptable. The collection
of tasks that constitute a system is called a task set. A task model consists of
a task set with corresponding attributes, and the constraints and rules under
which tasks execute. Each task τi is associated with a number of attributes
that describe the temporal requirements and constraints of the corresponding
functionality. Common examples of task attributes are as follows:

• Period, Ti, specifies the period of a periodic task, i.e., how often task τi

is activated, inversely proportional to the task frequency.

• Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET), Ci, specifies the longest time it
takes to execute the code of task τi if τi could run on the CPU without
any interruption. There have been many research results covering the
topic of obtaining the WCET of a task. Section 2.4 will introduce them
in details.
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• Deadline, Di, specifies a constraint on the completion time of task τi.
The task must finish its execution no later than Di time units after it has
been activated.

• Priority, Pi, is an integer value that represents the relative importance
between tasks in the system.

In the real-time scheduling community, there are different activation pat-
terns commonly considered, which are introduced as follows:

• Periodic tasks are activated at perfect periodicity, i.e., they are activated
at time instants 0, T , ..., nT , where n ∈ N.

• Singular tasks are activated by an event which is generated only once.

• Aperiodic tasks can be activated at any time instant and with any fre-
quency. The aperiodic event can be further divided into two types.

– Unbounded represents a stream of aperiodic events for which it is
not possible to establish an upper bound on the number of events
that may arrive in a given time interval.

– Bursty represents a stream of aperiodic events that have an upper
bound on the number of events that may arrive in a given inter-
val. In such an interval, events may arrive with an arbitrarily short
distance among them (such as a burst of events).

• Sporadic tasks have an uncertainty on when they are activated, but are
characterized by having a minimum inter-arrival time between two con-
secutive activations. From the worst-case scheduling point of view, spo-
radic tasks can be considered as periodic tasks, with a period that is equal
to its minimum inter-arrival time.

2.2.2 Resource Model

The resource model describes system resources available to applications. There
are different types of resources: 1) active resources, e.g., a processor that exe-
cutes tasks and communication networks delivering messages, and 2) passive
resources that are shared between tasks which may lead to blocking between
tasks, e.g., shared inputs and outputs.
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2.2.3 Scheduling Algorithms
A scheduling algorithm aims at satisfying the timing requirements of the entire
system functionality, i.e., to meet all tasks deadline constraints. There exists
a wide variety of scheduling algorithms in the real-time research literature,
which can be classified in many ways: priority-based, value-based, rate-based,
and server algorithms [16]. One common and coarse grained classification is
based on when the actual scheduling decision, i.e., the decision of what task
to execute at each time point, is made. Scheduling performed before run-time
is denoted as off-line scheduling, and scheduling during run-time is denoted as
on-line scheduling.

• Off-line scheduling: Off-line schedules are made off-line, i.e., before
run-time. During run-time, the dispatcher simply dispatches tasks ac-
cording to the predefined schedule. Off-line schedules can resolve com-
plex constraints such as execution time, deadline, precedence relation
(i.e., a task should always execute before another task) and so on, More-
over, it requires very low run-time overhead. In order to find a feasible
schedule using off-line scheduling, the hyper-period (i.e., the least com-
mon multiple) of tasks’ period has to be computed at first, and a schedule
is created for this hyper-period. Then during run-time, this hyper-period
is repeated. However, at runtime, off-line schedules have little or no
flexibility for different load with respect to e.g., aperiodic tasks (events).

• On-line scheduling: Scheduling decisions are made on-line by a run-
time scheduler, according to task priorities. In particular, some task at-
tribute, such as deadline, or period, is used by the scheduler to decide
what task to execute. The priority of tasks can be static in the sense that
the priorities of tasks cannot be changed at run-time. This type of sched-
ules is called Fixed Priority Scheduling (FPS), which is most widespread
both in research and commercial real-time operating systems. All ma-
jor open standards on real-time computing support FPS [69]. Both Rate
Monotonic (RM) scheduling [12] and Deadline Monotonic (DM) schedu-
ling [70] are falling in this category. However, the task priority can
also be dynamic which means that they can change during run-time,
and Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [12] is such an example. Drawbacks
of on-line scheduling approaches include that the scheduling decisions
are made at run-time, hence a too sophisticated and powerful algorithm
would steal processing power (i.e., CPU time) from tasks, resulting in a
penalty in terms of calculation overhead. However, on-line schedulers
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can implement more advanced features such as resource reclaiming in
the case that the actual execution time of a task is lower than predicted
WCET [11]. The reclaimed resources can be used for executing aperi-
odic tasks or to lower processor speed in order to save power. On-line
schedulers are considered to be more flexible.

In this thesis, the target systems are on-line scheduled, priority-based, pre-
emptive, real-time embedded systems, which are, however, with intricate task
execution and temporal dependencies.

2.2.4 Schedulability Analysis
A task set is said to be schedulable if a schedule can be found which guaran-
tees that all tasks will meet their timing constraints under all circumstances.
Schedulability analysis aims to, before run-time, determine whether a task set
is schedulable or not. For most real-time scheduling algorithms, some kind of
schedulability analysis test is available [16]. In static (off-line) scheduling, the
schedulability analysis is a result of the construction of the schedule; a so called
proof by construction approach. That is, if a schedule which fulfills all timing
requirements and constraints can be constructed, the systems is, by definition,
schedulable.

The two most commonly used schedulability analysis techniques are utiliza-
tion-based analysis and response-time based analysis, among several different
types of approaches for pre run-time schedulability analysis. In this thesis, one
of our approaches to timing analysis is to use a simulation-based technique,
which utilizes the measured response times of tasks in the simulation model,
which models the intended system.

2.2.5 Utilization-Based Analysis
In [44], Liu et al. provided the theoretical foundation for schedulability anal-
ysis of FPS, and gives the definition of a critical instant, which, if a task is
released at the specific time point, will lead to its worst case (longest) response
time. For a simple task model with independent periodic tasks, such a criti-
cal instant is defined as: A critical instant for any task occurs whenever the
task is released simultaneously with the release of all higher priority tasks.
Clearly, the critical instant for the entire system will occur when all tasks are
released simultaneously. They also presented a utilization-based test for de-
termining the feasibility of a task set. Utilization-based analysis is a fast but
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coarse grained analysis that will guarantee that a task set is schedulable. How-
ever, in some cases the utilization-based analysis considers that the task set is
not schedulable, but it is in fact schedulable, i.e., the analysis is sufficient but
not necessary2. Furthermore, utilization-based analysis is only valid for the
task set where there are only independent tasks that have deadlines equal to the
periods (Di = Ti), and tasks’ priorities must be assigned according to the RM
scheduling policy3. The utilization-based analysis for N number of tasks in the
system is then as follows:

U =
N∑

i=1

Ci

Ti
≤ N(2

1
N − 1) (2.1)

The utilization U in Equation 2.1 is equivalent to the sum of the ratio be-
tween the execution times and the periods of all tasks in the system. Note that,
as the number of tasks in the system approaches to infinity, it has been shown
that the system can be guaranteed to be schedulable if the utilization is less
than or equal to 69%, as shown by Equation 2.2.

U ≤ 0.69 as N → ∞ (2.2)

2.3 Response-Time Analysis
A schedulability test is considered to provide both sufficient and necessary con-
ditions that if passing the test, the task set is schedulable by a certain scheduling
policy; otherwise the task set is not schedulable. The sufficient and necessary
condition also indicates that the schedulability test is exact. Response-Time
Analysis (RTA) [31] is such a schedulability test, which is the most powerful
approach that provides the highest obtainable utilization, and is able to handle
more expressive task models. RTA is comprised of calculation on response
times for all tasks and comparison of the calculated response times with the

2A schedulability test is said to provide a sufficient condition which means that if a task set
passes the test, it guarantees that all tasks’ deadlines will be met under any circumstance. Nonethe-
less, if the task set does not pass the test, the task set might still be deemed schedulable by some
other tests. In other words, a sufficient condition might place unnecessary hard restrictions to be
able to guarantee schedulability. A schedulability test is stated to provide only a necessary con-
dition which means that the task set cannot be schedulable upon failing the schedulability test.
However, passing such test does not guarantee schedulability. In other words, a necessary condi-
tion is insufficient to be able to guarantee schedulability. A trivial example of a necessary condition
is that the total utilization of the system must not exceed 100%.

3In the RM scheduling, the shorter the period of a task, the higher the priority of the task.
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corresponding tasks’ deadlines. Tests that merely provide a sufficient condi-
tion are also denoted as approximate tests, since overestimating worst-case re-
sponse times will never wrongfully deem a task set as schedulable.

2.3.1 The Basic RTA
In [32], Joseph et al. presented the first basic RTA, where a task τi in the task
model is specified by:

• A period, Ti, specifies either the period of a periodic task or the mini-
mum inter-arrival time of a sporadic task.

• A worst-case execution time, Ci, specifies the longest time it takes a
task to execute the code if it is running on the CPU without any interfer-
ences from other tasks.

• A deadline, Di, specifies a constraint on the completion time of the task.
The task must finish no later than Di time units after it has been activated.

• A priority, Pi, defines an integer value. As opposed to the RM schedul-
ing, priorities can be set arbitrarily.

In addition, the following assumptions must hold for a valid analysis:

• Tasks must be independent, i.e., there can be no synchronization between
tasks.

• Tasks must not suspend themselves.

• Deadlines must be less than or equal to their corresponding task periods,
i.e., Di ≤ Ti.

• Tasks must have unique priorities.

The following Equation 2.3 determines the worst case response time Ri of
task τi:

Ri = Ci +
∑
∀ j∈hp(i)

⌈
Ri

T j

⌉
×C j (2.3)

where hp(i) is the set of all tasks with priority higher than that of task τi. The
worst-case response time of task τi is the smallest positive value which satisfies
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the above equation. Furthermore, due to that Ri appears both at the left and
right side of the equation, it cannot be solved directly. However, Equation 2.3
can be numerically solved by the following recurrence relation:

Rn+1
i = Ci +

∑
∀ j∈hp(i)

⌈
Rn

i

T j

⌉
×C j (2.4)

which can iteratively be solved by using fix-point iteration [6, 5]. Starting with
R0

i = Ci and iterating until Rn+1
i = Rn

i is ensured to yield the smallest possible
solution and thus the response time for τi [71]. Moreover, the conditions on the
convergence lie in, either that the total task utilization is no greater than 100%,
or stopping when a deadline violation has occurred, i.e., when Rn+1

i > Di.
Furthermore, the computing time of the analysis is exponential in the length of
the response time computation input, i.e., the number of tasks in the system. In
this thesis, we refer to Equation 2.4 as the basic RTA (using the response-time
computation formula without blocking).

2.4 Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis

One very important part of the analysis of real-time systems is the Worst-Case
Execution Time (WCET) analysis, which determines the longest time a piece
of software will execute. Reliable WCET estimates are fundamental to most of
the research conducted in the real-time research community. They are essential
in real-time systems development in the substantial step of creating schedulers
and performing RTA and schedulability analysis. A lot of research has been
done in the realm of WCET analysis, and a good overview can be found in [79].
The result of the WCET analysis is one WCET estimate, i.e., the longest pos-
sible execution time of a program that is running without any interrupts, on a
specific hardware platform. Because of high complexity, WCET analysis tools
are often not able to find the exact WCET.

The techniques to perform WCET analysis can be broadly categorized as
follows:

• Static WCET Analysis (SA) computes a WCET estimate by statically
analyzing the program source code and all its input value combinations
together with a model of the hardware, i.e., a processor model (which
synthesizes the functional and temporal behavior of the hardware). A
static WCET analysis has to make pessimistic assumptions in uncertain
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cases4, in order to produce a safe upper bound, i.e., a WCET estimate
that is guaranteed to never be smaller than the actual, real WCET, as a
safe overestimation.

• Measurement-Based WCET Analysis (MBA) is to perform end-to-end
measurements of running the target program on the hardware (or simula-
tor) for a subset of all input value combinations. The underlying premise
is that the testing regime is representative of real system operation. Fur-
ther, with enough testing, the High Water-Mark Time (HWMT) obtained
by measurement-based WCET analysis lies in close proximity to the ac-
tual WCET. However, using extensive measurements to ensure enough
test case coverage or alternatively attempting to enforce the program to
execute its worst case path may be very difficult. Therefore, the selec-
tion of test cases to reach the best path coverage (covering the worst case
path) is crucial. Measurement-based WCET analysis may not guarantee
to find the actual WCET in the general case, and may consequently un-
derestimate the WCET. To remedy the situation, a safe margin is usually
to be added to the WCET estimate given by MBA, which for instance is
from engineering wisdom from previous projects.

• Hybrid Measurement-Based WCET Analysis (HMBA) combines MBA
and SA, with the intention of reducing the potential for underestima-
tion and overestimation raised by both approaches. To this end, HMBA
gleans the execution time of program segments (i.e., instruction blocks)
via instrumentation points (ipoints) as the software runs on target. Such
observed execution times are used in the subsequent stage of WCET cal-
culation. However, the key assumption in HMBA is that the WCET of
each instruction block has been exercised during testing and that mea-
surements are sufficient to provide upper loop bounds; otherwise, the
safety of the final estimate is compromised, i.e., it will either underesti-
mate or overestimate the actual WCET. There are also some interesting
work in [33, 77, 78] on using Genetic Algorithms (GA) [28] to generate
test vectors to produce a WCET estimate which lies in close proximity
to the actual WCET.

• Parametric (or symbolic) WCET analysis expresses the WCET estimate
as a formula consisting of parameters of the program, rather than just a

4For example, a loop bound given by flow analysis is larger than the actual value, or low-level
analysis clarifies a memory access as a cache miss even though it always may result in a cache hit.
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Figure 2.1: Relation between execution times and results obtained through
different WCET analysis methods, as shown in [79].

single numerical value. The parameters can be either external, or inter-
nal like a symbolic upper bound on a loop. A parametric WCET formula
contains much more information about the program, and it can be used
for applications like on-line scheduling of tasks where the value of pa-
rameters are unknown until runtime, or to find which parts of a code
that has the strongest influence on the WCET. Furthermore, parametric
WCET analysis is naturally more complex than classical static WCET
analysis and should not be used on large systems with millions of lines of
code; rather, the parametric estimation is most efficiently used on smaller
program parts such as smaller tasks or functions which have input data
dependent execution times [17].

Figure 2.1 shows the relationship between the WCET estimates obtained
through different WCET analysis methods and the actual WCET, and the Best-
Case Execution Time (BCET). The upper and lower timing bounds are safe
estimates of WCET and BCET, respectively.

2.5 Simulation of Real-Time Embedded Systems
Our study system (to be introduced in Chapter 3) is described by the modeling
language of the RTSSim simulation framework [38], which is quite similar to
ARTISST [22] and VirtualTime. RTSSim allows for simulating system mod-
els containing detailed intricate execution dependencies between tasks (to be
introduced in Section 3.1, Chapter 3), such as asynchronous message-passing,
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global shared state variables, and runtime changeability of priority and period
of tasks. In RTSSim, the system consists of a set of tasks, sharing a single
processor. RTSSim provides typical RTOS services to the simulation model,
such as FPPS, Inter-Process Communication (IPC) via message queues, and
synchronization (semaphores). The tasks in a model are described by using C
functions, which are called by the RTSSim framework. The framework pro-
vides an isolated “sandbox”, where time is represented in a discrete manner
using an integer simulation clock, which is only advanced explicitly by the
tasks in the simulation model, using a special routine, EXECUTE. Calls to this
routine models the tasks’ consumption of CPU time.

All time-related operations in RTSSim, such as timeouts and activation of
time-triggered tasks, are driven by the simulation clock, which makes the sim-
ulation result independent of process scheduling and performance of the analy-
sis PC. The response time and execution time of tasks are measured whenever
the scheduler is invoked, which happens for example at IPC, task switches,
EXECUTE statements, operations on semaphores, task activations and when
tasks end. This, together with the simulation clock behavior, guarantees that
the measured response time and execution time are exact.

In RTSSim, a task may not be released for execution until a certain non-
negative time (i.e., the offset) has elapsed after the arrival of the activating
event. Each task also has a period, a maximum arrival jitter, and a priority.
Periods and priorities can be changed at any time by any task in the applica-
tion, and offset and jitter can both be larger than the period. Tasks with equal
priorities are served on a first come first served basis. The framework allows
for three types of selections which are directly controlled by simulator input
data:

• selection of execution times (for EXECUTE),

• selection of task arrival jitter, and

• selection of task control flow, directly or indirectly based on environ-
mental input stimulus.

In addition, the most widely used simulation-based analysis method, i.e.,
Monte Carlo simulation, can be realized by providing randomly generated
(conforming to a uniform distribution) simulator input data, and gives output
in terms of a set of samples (in terms of timing traces), each of which contains
the measured RT and ET data of each task invocation during simulation.
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2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of the basic concepts and terminology
used throughout this thesis for reasoning about embedded real-time systems,
timing and schedulability analysis.
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Chapter 3

The Target Real-Time
Embedded Systems

In this chapter, we describe the target industrial real-time embedded systems
featured by task execution and temporal dependencies, resulting in complicated
timing behavior of tasks. Specifically, we firstly outline the typically interest-
ing task execution and temporal dependencies existing in such systems, which
invalid the undermining assumptions required by the basic RTA and other tra-
ditional timing analysis methods, and then we introduce the relevant represen-
tative characteristics of tasks’ timing behavior of response time and execution
time, and the difficulty of using the existing methods to perform timing analysis
on such systems.

3.1 The Target Industrial Control Application
The system that we study in this work represents a control system for industrial
robotics, developed by our industrial partner. The intended system is quite
large, containing around three millions of lines of code; while our model is of
much smaller scale, but is intentionally designed to include some behavioral
mechanisms from the target system, which make it not analyzable by using
existing timing analysis methods, i.e., the basic RTA and its variations. To be
specific, such behavioral mechanisms include:

• tasks communicate with each other via Inter Process Communication
(IPC) through asynchronous message-passing;
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• tasks can change the value of global shared state variables which may
change the control flow of other tasks;

• tasks can change scheduling priorities and/or periods dynamically, in
response to system events.

The system controls a set of electric motors based on periodic sensor read-
ings and aperiodic events. The calculations necessary for a real control system
are, however, not included in the model; the model only describes behavior
with a significant impact on the temporal behavior of the system, such as task
execution time as well as response time, task interactions and important state
changes. The system contains four periodic application tasks, i.e., the DRIVE
task, the IO task, the CTRL task and the PLAN task. The corresponding task
parameters are shown in Table 3.1, where a lower valued priority is more sig-
nificant.

Table 3.1: Task parameters for our study system representing an industrial
robotic control application. The time unit is a simulation time unit (tu).

Task Priority Period Offset Depends on
PLAN 5 40 000 0 UI
CTRL 4 or 2 10 000 or 20 000 0 PLAN, IO, UI, DRIVE
IO 3 5 000 500 Sensor
DRIVE 1 2 000 1 2000 CRTL, UI

The environmental input stimulus in this type of systems is a sequence
of integers from zero to two, denoting the number of external events that are
generated by a sensor, measured in one period of the IO task. The IO task then
sends many messages to the CTRL task. The CTRL task may change priority
and periodicity in response to two specific events in the model. The PLAN
task is responsible for planning the movement of the physical object connected
to the motors. The CTRL task calculates control signals for the motors with
respect to coordinates sent from the PLAN task and the IO events provided
by the IO task. The DRIVE task actuates the motors based on the CTRL task
output, which impacts the execution time of the CTRL task. Moreover, the
DRIVE task will change the priority of the CTRL task according to different
conditions.

The study system also describes a user interface (UI) which generates spo-
radic events which impacts the system behavior. There are three types of user
interface events: START, STOP and GETSTATUS. The START and STOP
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Figure 3.1: The system architecture of the industrial robotic control application
we study in this thesis.

events make the system change between two system modes, IDLE and WORK-
ING, with different temporal behaviors. The GETSTATUS event makes the
PLAN, CTRL and DRIVE tasks to send a status message to the UI, which in-
creases the execution time of those task instances. The task in focus of analysis
is the CTRL task, which is with the most complex timing behavior. Further-
more, the system architecture is shown in Figure 3.1, and more details about
our study system and other evaluation models based on it, including their de-
tailed pseudo code can be found in [47].

3.2 System Model and Featured Task Execution
and Temporal Dependencies

By abstracting information from the description of our study system focusing
on timing properties, the system model considered in this thesis is comprised of
a number of periodic tasks. Each periodic task consists of n sub-tasks (where
n ∈ N) and is a tuple τi(Ti, Ji,Oi, Pi,Ci,Di), where Ti is the task period with
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maximum jitter Ji, constant offset Oi, a priority Pi, and Ci is the task WCET.
Furthermore, the exact knowledge of Ci is not required to be known. In addi-
tion, no specific task deadline Di and scheduling approach are assumed. Partic-
ularly, the interesting task execution and temporal dependencies which invalid
the undermining assumptions of the basic RTA and its variations are:

• asynchronous message-passing by sending and receiving messages from
buffers, of which one example is shown in lines 1 to 5 in Figure 3.2,
where execute statements representing some computation time taken by
the (sub-)task, of which one example is shown in line 4 in Figure 3.2,
and such computation time is 198 tu;

• Global Shared State Variables (GSSVs) used in selecting control branches
in tasks, of which one example is shown in lines 7 to 13 in Figure 3.2;

• runtime changeability of task priorities and periods, of which one exam-
ple is shown in lines 9 and 13 in Figure 3.2, respectively;

• and constant task offsets, of which one example is shown in Table 3.1 in
the previous section.

In addition, unless program annotation (concerning the number of mes-
sages and the specific event triggering tasks to change priority and period) is
given, the great difficulty of using basic RTA and its variations to analyze such
system models mainly matters to obtaining a safe execution time estimate of
tasks, which is the inputs of such methods. However, program annotation may
be error-prone and time consuming. To be more specific, considering the fol-
lowing example from our study system, where a task first reads all messages
in a message queue and process them, and then the task may change its pri-
ority and period depending on different conditions accordingly. For example,
the execution time of the code snippet in Figure 3.2 naturally depends on the
number of received messages: As shown in lines from 1 to 5 in Figure 3.2,
apart from the obvious problem of determining the maximum run-time queue
length, other tasks may also preempt the execution of the loop and refill the
queue. When this happens, the number of loop iterations (mattering to the ex-
ecution time of the task) is no longer bounded by the maximum queue size.
Moreover, the period as well as priority of the task can be changed at runtime
depending on the different conditions pertaining to the value of the GSSV1 as
shown in lines from 7 to 13 in the figure. Furthermore, such conditions are
often hard to predict at runtime due to the lack of relevant information.
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1 msg = recvMessage(MyMessageQueue);

2 while (msg != NO_MESSAGE){

3 process_msg(msg);

4 execute(198);

5 msg = recvMessage(MyMessageQueue);}

6

7 if (GSSV1 == 1){

8 var1 = 10;

9 tcb->period = 20000;}

10 else{

11 var2 = 5;

12 tcb->priority = 4;

13 tcb->period = 10000;}

Figure 3.2: Iteration-loop wrt. message passing, and runtime changeability of
task priorities and periods wrt. global shared state variables.

3.3 Representative Characteristics of Tasks’ Tim-
ing Behavior

In this section, we introduce some interesting characteristics of system timing
behavior, by presenting descriptive statistics of response time and execution
time samples of the tasks on focus, taken from our examined industrial control
application.

Due to the existence of intricate task execution and temporal dependencies
in systems, an upcoming task Response Time (RT) datum may not be inde-
pendent with the RT datum previously recorded in the achieved sample taken
from the same simulation run. The same problem happens for the task Execu-
tion Time (ET) data. More interestingly, outliers existing in such samples of
the RT and ET data of tasks under analysis cannot be removed, since they are
not caused by system errors or hardware failures. The definition of such out-
liers referred in this thesis is introduced as follows: A RT or ET datum beyond
an outer fence [62] is considered as (extreme) outlier. Specifically, Table 3.2
shows the numerical summary of the center and the spread (or variability) of
the samples of the RT and ET data of the CTRL task (which has the most com-
plicated temporal behavior among all tasks hence is the task under analysis)
in the study system, where X, Y, Std. Dev, Q1 and Q3 represents response
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Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics of the samples of the RT and ET data of the
CTRL task in the study system achieved by the same execution, for a long
enough simulation time.

Samples Std. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max LIF UIF LOF UOF
XCTRL 199 990 389.98 1 024 1 594 1 919 2 339 6 829 476.5 3 456.5 -641 4 574
YCTRL 199 990 276.86 1 024 1 274 1 574 1 724 5 324 599 2 399 -76 3 074

time, execution time, standard deviation, first quartile and third quartile of
the samples respectively. The presence of strong outliers leads us to consider
using the five-number summary introduced in [57] consisting of Min, Q1, Me-
dian, Q3 and Max in Table 3.2. Concerning outliers, by using the definitions
given in [62], inner fences and outer fences for the samples of the RT and ET
data of the CTRL task are also shown in Table 3.2, where LIF, UIF, LOF and
UOF represent lower inner fence (i.e., Q1 − 1.5 × IQ), upper inner fence (i.e.,
Q3 + 1.5 × IQ), lower outer fence (i.e., Q1 − 3 × IQ) and upper outer fence
(i.e., Q3 + 3 × IQ) respectively. Note that IQ = Q3 − Q1.

Furthermore, the Probability Density Function (PDF) histograms of the
samples of the RT and ET data of the CTRL task, given a large1 number at
sample data, are shown in Figure 3.3 respectively. Note that the outliers in
the picture are not clearly visible, though in fact, they exist in the range of
[4 574, 6 829] (for the RT sample) and [3 074, 5 324] (for the ET sample).

In the conventional statistical procedure (parametric test), e.g., t-test, z-
test and analysis of variance (ANOVA)2, one important assumption is that the
underlying population is assumed to follow a normal distribution. However,
such an assumption cannot be made in our case, since the samples of either the
RT data or the ET data of tasks under analysis is often clearly conforming to
a multi-modal distribution having several peaks (consider Figure 3.3 as exam-
ples). Specifically, because of such distinctive feature of our study system, it is
difficult to bring conventional statistical methods into the context.

1As an example, by running one simulation for the time up to the upper bound of the RTSSim
simulation time, i.e., 231 − 1, we have collected 199 990 samples elements in the sample of the RT
and ET data of the CTRL task which is the most complicated task under analysis.

2mathworld.wolfram.com/ANOVA.html, 2012.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced our study system (inspired by an industrial robotic
control application) and its relevant system model featured by the adhering task
execution and temporal dependencies. Additionally, we have also highlighted
some interesting representative descriptive statistics of tasks’ response time
and execution time, and the difficulty of performing response-time analysis of
such systems, by using conventional timing analysis methods, i.e., the basic
RTA and its variations, as well as parametric statistics assuming the normality
of the analysis samples.



Figure 3.3: The Probability Density Function (PDF) histograms of the samples
of the RT data (on the upper part) and ET data (on the lower part) of the CTRL
task (the task under analysis) in our study system model.
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Chapter 4

Simulation
Optimization-Based Timing
Analysis

This chapter introduces our work on simulation-based analysis. In particular,
we present two simple yet novel search algorithms of meta-heuristic type that
are used to guide a Monte Carlo simulation. Moreover, the framework is evalu-
ated by using industrial relevant models based upon two different control appli-
cations, i.e., our study system (introduced in Chapter 3) and the other industrial
real-time control application, showing that our analysis can yield substantially
better results, comparing the traditional simulation methods.

4.1 Introduction

When it comes to Response-Time Analysis (RTA) of real-time embedded sys-
tems containing intricate task execution and temporal dependencies, it is dif-
ficult to make practical use of the traditional analysis techniques such as the
basic RTA [31] and its variations, as such systems invalidate the assumptions
required by the analysis methods to be valid. Typically, the disregarded as-
sumptions include the facts that tasks can communicate with each other through
asynchronous message-passing, data-dependent task execution times using glo-
bal shared state variables, runtime changeability of priorities and periods of
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tasks, etc.
One solution to the problem outlined above is to use a more detailed sys-

tem model of such systems. Ideally, the models should describe the task exe-
cution control flow with respect to resource usage and interaction, e.g., inter-
process communication, CPU time and logical resources. Analyzing such de-
tailed models by using techniques which are capable of handling such detailed
runtime behavior, such as model checking [76] can result in a state-space ex-
plosion, which often makes exhaustive analysis infeasible.

Another approach to analyze such a detailed system model, which avoids
the problems associated with state-space explosion, is to adopt sampling of
the state space by using simulation-based methods. The downside is a lower
accuracy and confidence of the results; the approach is closer to testing focus-
ing on timing properties of the systems, than formal analysis. Some efficient
simulation analysis may however be sufficient in many cases, and it is a far
more efficient method for finding potential timing problems than system-level
testing, which is the dominating method in industry today.

In this chapter, we present our developed simulation optimization-based
timing analysis of real-time embedded systems. The analysis uses two simple
yet novel methods, i.e., MABERA ([40]) (based upon genetic algorithms) and
hill-climbing algorithm ([66]). Moreover, MABERA considers the system un-
der analysis as a blackbox (i.e., no knowledge of the detailed representation of
the system input is assumed), while HCRR works on a detailed representation
of the system-dependent simulation parameters. In addition, we give a thor-
ough experimental evaluation of performance, scaling and convergence of the
analysis framework, comparing the results to those obtained from Monte Carlo
simulation. Specifically, the evaluation results show that the new analysis is
significantly better than existing approaches in identifying extreme response
times using less number of simulations. This is important, since the number
of simulations required directly affects evaluation time, and consequently the
practical feasibility of the approach.

4.2 Related Work on Simulation-Based Analysis

RTA is certainly not something new, and besides the standard approaches such
as the basic RTA [31], formal analysis tools like UPPAAL (presented by [76])
can also be used for exhaustive analysis of software systems. However, for
models of industrial systems, without carefully choosing the level of abstrac-
tion, the state space of the UPPAAL models can grow too large for them to be
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practically useful.
In regard to simulation-based analysis methods, there are several frame-

works already existing for timing simulation of real-time system models, e.g.,
Rapita systems Ltd. developed the commercial tool VirtualTime and Decotigny
presented the academic tool ARTISST [23]. Particularly, these solutions rely on
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS), which can be described as keeping the highest
results from a set of randomized simulations. Therefore, MCS is suitable for
average-case analysis, and can be inefficient in identifying extreme scenarios
relevant to high task response times.

The use of evolutionary algorithms for different types of test case genera-
tion has also been studied for quite some time. Alander [1] presents the work
about using Genetic Algorithms (GA) to generate test cases for a software re-
lay system used in electrical networks. The purpose of the GA is to provoke
high response times for the software, which is executed in a simulation envi-
ronment. Authors of [61] describe various extensions of the traditional GA to
better suit the type of problems in the real-time domain. More recently, [59]
gives a comprehensive comparison of static analysis techniques and evolution-
ary algorithms, with regard to schedulability, for several real-time applications.

Samii [67] aim to find extreme response times for distributed systems by
optimizing a set of simulation parameters for models containing temporal at-
tributes and communication. They use a type of GA to explore combinations of
task execution times in order to maximize end-to-end response time. Flow of
control within tasks is not considered. Their results depend on the method de-
veloped by authors of [64] for identifying situations where decreased execution
times can lead to increased response times. The stochastic analysis framework
introduced by [34] also has a similar basis of temporal task attributes.

4.3 Our Proposed Simulation-Based Response-Time
Analysis

In the rest of this chapter, we will focus on analyzing the response time of a
task by varying the simulation instances used as input for the simulator, either
from a black-box view (adopted by MABERA) using seed schedules, or from
a white-box view using a detailed representation of the system input (used by
HCRR). Additionally, the analysis of an entire system can be done by perform-
ing our analysis several times, once for each task in the system.

We present two methods for simulation optimization which aim at effi-
ciently finding extreme scenarios of our study system or other similar ones
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with respect to a specific measurable tasks’ response time, by using a combi-
nation of a discrete event simulation and meta-heuristic search methods. The
two methods, MABERA and its improved version HCRR, both use a simulator
as a deterministic function which returns a value for the runtime property in
focus, e.g., the highest recorded response time of tasks, according to a set of
given parameters defining the scenarios to explore. Both approaches use the
simulation results in an iterative analysis where the simulation parameters are
gradually refined in order to provoke as extreme results as possible. More-
over, we performed an evaluation where the two approaches to simulation op-
timization are compared with the MCS with respect to computing time and the
discovered response times. The corresponding evaluation results indicate that
both MABERA and HCRR are significantly more efficient in finding extreme
response times for a particular task than Monte Carlo simulation. More impor-
tantly, HCRR, which uses a variant of the hill climbing approach [66], is vastly
more efficient than MABERA, which uses a kind of GA.

4.4 Our Solution One – MABERA
MABERA (Meta-heuristic Approach for Best Effort Response-time Analysis)
is using GA, which is the most well-known type of meta-heuristics1, to find
high task response times pertaining to some extreme cases. The MABERA
algorithm is designed to use an RTSSim simulator executable as a black-box
function, which given a set of simulation parameters outputs the highest respon-
se-time found during the specified simulation. The objective of the MABERA
algorithm is to find the set of parameters which gives the highest response time
of the task on focus. This is performed by iteratively creating and evaluating a
set of independent candidates, a generation, where each candidate is a simula-
tion. The specification of a simulation, i.e., the set of parameters to RTSSim,
namely a parameter set. The evaluation of a parameter set corresponds to
running an RTSSim simulation, where each simulation produces a simulation
result.

The MABERA algorithm uses an indirect representation of the simulations
to perform, using seed schedules. A seed schedule specifies the seed values
to use for generation of pseudo-random numbers and thereby the outcomes of
all non-deterministic selections during the simulation. Thus, the combination
of a seed schedule and time instant corresponds to an exact specification of a

1Meta-heuristics are generic solution methods for iterative approximation of search or opti-
mization problems.
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simulation state. Given a seed schedule and a simulation length, an RTSSim
simulation is thereby a deterministic function. The entire process of MABERA
starts with the first generation of simulations by running Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Then, from each generation, a set of promising simulations are selected
as parent simulations and used to create the next generation, where each child
simulation is created by mutation of a single parent. The algorithm iterates in
this manner until a termination condition is reached. The termination thresh-
old parameter, tt, decides how many “unsuccessful” generations that are al-
lowed before termination, i.e., generations that failed to discover a response
time higher than the highest response time of the previous generations.

Typically, MABERA can be defined as a function, according to Defini-
tion 1, and its detailed presentation in pseudo-code is given by Algorithm 1.
Furthermore, the definitions and pseudo-code of the functions used by the al-
gorithm are given in the following sections.

Definition 1. r = MABERA(M, T, s, p, tt, l), where r is the highest observed
response time of the task T in the simulation model M. Parameter s is the
population size, p is the number of parents, tt is the termination threshold and
l is the simulation length.

Definition 2. A seed schedule is a list of pairs 〈t, s〉, where t and s are integer
values. The t value specifies the point in simulation time when to apply seed s.

Definition 3. A simulation result is a tuple 〈rt, trt, et, tet, pc, tpc, S 〉. The ele-
ments rt, et and pc are integer values corresponding to the highest response
time, execution time and preemption count, respectively, of the task in focus.
The elements trt, tet and tpc are integer values specifying the start times of the
task instances corresponding to rt, et and pc. S is the seed schedule used to
produce this simulation result.

Algorithm 1: MABERA(M, T, s, p, tt, l)

Parameters:
M: the simulation model
T: the task in focus
s: integer value – the population size
p: integer value – number of parents to select
tt: integer value – the termination threshold
l: integer value – the simulation length
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Returns:
The highest discovered response time of the task T .

Algorithm 1 MABERA(M, T, s, p, tt, l)
1: tc← tt
2: r ← 0
3: i← 0
4: I ← ��
5: while i < s do
6: Ii ← �0, 0�
7: i← i + 1
8: end while
9: while tc > 0 do

10: R← S IM(M, T, I, l)
11: if MAX RT (R) > r then
12: r ← MAX RT (R)
13: tc← tt
14: else
15: tc← tc − 1
16: end if
17: I ← GEN(S EL(R, p), s)
18: end while
19: return r

4.4.1 Function SIM

The function SIM represents our RTSSim simulator (introduced in Section 2.5,
Chapter 2) that runs a set of simulations of a particular simulation model, as
specified by a list of seed schedules. The result is a list of simulation results,
where the i:th simulation result corresponds to the i:th seed schedule.

In RTSSim, a global simulation clock, i.e., an integer variable, is shared
by all tasks. The model may contain probabilistic selection of execution time,
inter-arrival time or functional behavior. Such selections are the only source for
non-determinism in the simulation of a model and are decided from pseudo-
random numbers, which in turn are decided by the seed schedule. Since the
simulation is deterministic given a specific seed schedule, it is possible to
restart a simulation from a specific state, expressed as a seed schedule and
a restart time.
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To allow for Monte Carlo simulation, the random number generator is re-
initialized using a seed that is “randomly” selected, by calculating an integer
value from a high-resolution hardware clock with microsecond resolution. In
our implementation, this is performed when 0 is specified as seed, which is
the case for the last seed change event for each simulation. The selected seed
replaces the 0 in the seed schedule of the simulation result.

4.4.2 Function SEL

The SEL function implements the heuristic selection of parent simulations used
to produce the next generation of simulations. The selection ranks all simula-
tion results in the current generation with respect to the three properties rt, et
and pc, i.e., the highest response time, execution time and preemption count,
respectively, of the task in focus.

The execution time and preemption count properties are included in the
selection heuristics due to their potential for making impact on response time,
e.g., a task instance with very high execution time but relatively low response-
time is also interesting since a different preemption pattern may result in a
higher response time.

The three rank values of each simulation result are multiplied in order to
obtain a composite fitness score for the simulation result. The best fitness score
is 1, which corresponds to a simulation result that holds the record for all three
properties. The returned set of simulation results contains a specified number
of simulation results with some best (lowest) fitness scores.

The method of combining the three rank values into a total fitness score is
not claimed to be optimal. It gives equal importance to the three indicators,
response time, execution time and preemption count. It might be possible to
improve the selection heuristics by adjusting the relative importance of some
of these three indicators. Moreover, the ranking hides the absolute differences
in property values between candidates with adjacent ranking. Investigation of
other selection heuristics is part of future work.

Definitions for Function SEL

The pseudo-code defining the SEL function relies on the following definitions:

Definition 4. The ranking of an element in a list of simulation results is the
number of unique values for the specific property that are equal or larger to
the specified element. The ranking of the simulation result with the highest
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property value is 1. Simulation results with equal property values receive the
same ranking.

Definition 5. v = RANK RT (R, i), where v is the ranking of the i:th simulation
result in R, with respect to the response time property of R.

Definition 6. v = RANK ET (R, i), where v is the ranking of the i:th simulation
result in R, with respect to the execution time property of R.

Definition 7. v = RANK PC(R, i), where v is the ranking of the i:th simulation
result in R, with respect to the preemption count property of R.

Definition 8. P = LOW N(R, F, n), where P is a list of n simulation results, a
subset of R. The simulation results included in P are the ones with the lowest
(i.e., best) corresponding value i the list F. The i:th element in F is the fitness
score of the i:th simulation result in R.

Pseudo-Code for Function SEL

Parameters:
R: a list of simulation results
p: an integer value – the number of parents to select

Returns:
A list of simulation results – the selected parents

Algorithm 2: SEL(R, p)

Algorithm 2 S EL(R, p)
1: F ← ��
2: i← 0
3: while i < |R| do
4: Fi ← RANK RT (R, i) × RANK ET (R, i) × RANK PC(R, i)
5: i← i + 1
6: end while
7: return LOW N(R, F, p)
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4.4.3 Function GEN

The GEN function generates a set of child simulations (seed schedules) corre-
sponding to a new generation, through mutation of a set of parent simulations
(simulation results).

Each resulting seed schedule is based on a single parent simulation, but has
been extended with one additional seed change event, at the restart time of the
parent. When this seed change event occurs, the simulation leaves the path of
the parent simulation and follows a randomly selected path. This corresponds
to the mutation. The time of this seed change event, the restart time, is in the
normal case randomly selected in a time interval, where the lower bound is the
restart time of the parent and the upper bound is the SETI time of the parent.
The SETI time is the Start time of the earliest Extreme Task Instance, where
extreme refers to the task instances having the highest value of at least one of
the following properties: response time, execution time and preemption count.

Definitions for Function GEN

The pseudo-code defining the GEN function relies on the following definitions:

Definition 9. t = RS T (R), where t is the restart time of R, a simulation result,
i.e., the t value of the last �s, t� pair in the seed schedule of R.

Definition 10. t = S ET I(R), where t is the S ET I of the simulation result R,
i.e., the minimum of the property values trt, tet and tpc of R.

Definition 11. S = S S (R), where S is the seed schedule of the simulation
result R.

Definition 12. r = RAND(a, b), where r is an integer value in the range a ≤
r < b, randomly selected according to a uniform probability distribution.

Pseudo-Code for Function GEN

Parameters:
P: a list of simulation results
s: an integer value – the population size
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Returns:
A list of seed schedules – the next generation

Algorithm 3: GEN(P, s)

Algorithm 3 GEN(P, s)
1: N ← ��
2: i← 0
3: while i < |P| do
4: j← 0

5: while
⌊

s
|P|
⌋

do

6: if S ET I(Pi) < RS T (Pi) then
7: t ← RS T (Pi)
8: else
9: t ← RAND(RS T (Pi), S ET I(Pi))

10: end if
11: Ni ← APPEND(S S (Pi), �0, t�)
12: i← i + 1
13: end while
14: end while
15: return N

It is interesting to point out that MABERA uses no “recombination” or
“crossover” operations, which otherwise is common in the GA. This is because
the meaning of the seeds used during a simulation is not independent, but de-
pends on the simulation state when the value is used. They can therefore not be
used as independent “chromosomes”, which can be recombined with preserved
semantics. Moreover, MABERA was never intended to be the optimal solution,
but was a result of the first investigation of this approach, aiming at assessing
the potential of simulation optimization methods for efficient response-time
analysis. MABERA was however good enough to motivate a continued effort,
which resulted in the significantly more efficient HCRR method, described in
the next section. For more details about MABERA, interested readers can refer
to the work presented by [40].
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4.5 Our Solution Two – Hill Climbing with Ran-
dom Restart (HCRR)

In order to address shortcomings of the MABERA approach, we developed
HCRR, an improved version of MABERA. Our initial idea was to use a rep-
resentation of the input parameters to RTSSim, which more directly corre-
sponded to simulation parameters, in a full version of GA using both crossover
and mutation operators. However, initial experiments with the crossover oper-
ator, which is the operator most often associated with GA, proved unsuccess-
ful and did not show any significant improvement over MABERA. Instead of
focusing on the crossover operator, we chose to investigate iterative improve-
ment of a single individual as an alternative. It turned out that hill-climbing,
augmented with random restarts whenever a local minimum was detected, gave
much better performance than MABERA.

4.5.1 Explicit Representation of System Input
A simulation instance is a set of parameters that exactly determine the outcome
of a simulation. To be specific, a simulation instance is represented using a
set of sequences of integers, where each sequence is associated with either an
arrival jitter of a task, or an execution time of jobs, or an environmental input
stimulus2. Each value then directly decides a selection of either jitter, execution
time, or state in the task control flow. The advantage of this approach is that
the direct relationship between representation and model properties makes it
possible to locally refine specific aspects of a given simulation instance. This
direct control can be used for guiding the search toward instances with extreme
response times, as shown in Section 4.5.2.

Let Ji be a sequence of actual jitter values jir experienced by instance r
of a task τi. We restrict jir to integer values in the interval [0, ub(Ji)], where
ub(Ji) is an upper bound on jitter for task i in units of the smallest measurable
time interval (i.e., clock ticks) for the target system. Furthermore, let Xk be a
sequence of values for a certain environmental input stimulus or execution time
in the simulated program, and X j

k be the jth such input value. We assume that all
stimulus and execution times X j

k are of integer type and have upper and lower
bounds, so that lb(Xk) ≤ X j

k ≤ ub(Xk) for all k, j. Execution times are used

2Such environmental input stimulus is represented as various number of events generated by
environmental task in Model 1 and Validation Model, and various execution time of Software
Circuits (SWCs) in Model 2 in Section 4.6.
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only for deciding CPU time consumption of execute primitives. Bounds on
execution times can be analyzed using static WCET analysis [79] or estimated
through measurements.

A simulation instance S , defining a fully deterministic simulation of the
model, is therefore a set

{J1, J2, ..., Jn, X1, X2, ..., Xm} (4.1)

where n is the number of tasks which have non-zero jitter and m is the num-
ber of environmental stimulus and execute statements. Denote by Ni and Mk

the number of values that are used to represent jitter sequence Ji and input se-
quence Xk. Ni and Mk can be determined empirically by tracing how many
values the simulator uses for each value. In theory, Ni and Mk can be un-
bounded, and for some long simulations, Ni and Mk may grow to unacceptable
levels. In such cases, we suggest to set Ni and Mk to be at a fixed acceptable
level. If there are not enough input values in the sequence, the simulator should
report a warning, and start reuse values from the start of the sequence. For the
evaluated models in this work, Ni and Mk were long enough to represent all
values used.

4.5.2 The Algorithm Description
The goal of HCRR is the same as for MABERA, to find as high response time
for a specific task as possible by optimizing the simulator input. The optimiza-
tion algorithm of HCRR is based on hill climbing using random-restarts [66].
Hill-climbing has the advantage of being one of the simplest meta-heuristic
available, and is based upon the idea of starting at a random point, and then re-
peatedly taking small steps pointing upward (wrt. the objective function, which
in this work is the measured task response time) whenever such search direc-
tions exist. If no such steps exist, a local maximum has been reached. Random
restarts are used to avoid getting stuck in local maxima. Several techniques
for escaping local minima exist (for example Tabu Search [27] and simulated
annealing [35]), but a set of limited experiments conducted did not show any
significant performance advantage over hill-climbing with random restarts.

Advantages of HCRR come from the combination of a strictly local im-
provement part, which quickly converges to high response times, with diversi-
fication mechanisms (jump-back to equal candidates, and full restarts) that are
important to avoid local maxima. In contrast to MABERA, HCRR does not
employ such a mechanism, and consequently can get stuck in local maxima. In
addition, the local improvement functionality of MABERA is inefficient due to
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a representation of simulation instances as random number sequences. Monte
Carlo search, on the other hand, has no means to local improvement, and there-
fore exhibits unsatisfactory convergence.

Algorithm 4 HCRR(no f sims,m, k, nB, nR)
1: curr ← MONT ECARLO(m, rnd inst())
2: best ← curr, no f sims← no f sims − m
3: E← {curr}, nonimp← 0
4: while no f sims > 0 do
5: if nonimp > nR then
6: curr ← rnd inst(),E← {curr}, nonimp← 0
7: else
8: if (nonimp + 1) mod nB = nB then
9: curr ← random element in E

10: end if
11: end if
12: next ← NBH(curr, �k × len(curr)�)
13: S IMULAT E(next), no f sims← no f sims − 1
14: if R(next) > R(best) then
15: best ← next
16: end if
17: if R(next) > R(curr) then
18: curr ← next,E← {next}, nonimp← 0
19: else
20: nonimp← nonimp + 1
21: if R(next) = R(curr) then
22: E← E ∪ {next}
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while
26: return best

In brief, HCRR works by iteratively changing a small portion of the model
parameter set, i.e., system explicit input representation, and restarts after a fixed
number of non-improving simulations have been run. Specifically, the imple-
mentation of HCRR is given in Algorithm 4. The simulation budget is denoted
no f sims, and RT (q) denotes the end time of the task under analysis in the sim-
ulation instance q when the task WCRT occurred. The consumption time point
of a simulation input X j

i of any type (jitter, execution time, or environmental
input) is expressed as T M j

i . q[X j
i ] is the current value of X j

i in the simulation
instance q. The function rnd(l, u) returns a random number between l and u if
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l < u; otherwise, it returns l. A completely random simulation instance can
also be generated using the call rnd inst().

The HCRR algorithm begins by choosing as starting point the best simu-
lation instance from m randomly selected candidates using the MonteCarlo
method. Then, in each iteration, k · len(curr) random values of the current sim-
ulation instance curr (which has len(curr) input values) used before TR(curr)
are selected and modified using the neighborhood procedure NBH, as shown
in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 NBH(inst, n)
1: for k = 1→ n do
2: X j

i = random element in inst, T M j
i < ET (inst)

3: V = {lb(Xi)...ub(Xi)} ÷ {inst[X j
i ]}

4: inst[X j
i ]← random value in V

5: end for

The response time of the task under analysis is measured by running RTSS-
im using the SIMULATE(next) call on a neighbor next. Modifications sug-
gested by Nbh that increase response time are accepted, and changes that de-
crease response time are rejected. Modifications that have equal response time
are rejected but saved for future reference, as described below.

A pure hill-climbing procedure is susceptible to getting stuck in local max-
ima, and can therefore exhibit less than satisfactory performance on many
problems. In order to avoid convergence to locally maximal areas and to im-
prove the probability of finding a true global maximum, two different diversi-
fication mechanisms were adopted. First of all, the algorithm jumps back to a
previously encountered, randomly selected simulation instance with an equal
response time to the current instance after nB non-improving simulations. This
distributes focus over a number of equal instances, which can help in avoiding
small local maxima. The second mechanism performs a full restart of HCRR
from a random point after nR non-improving simulations. We call nB the jump-
back threshold and nR the random-restart threshold.

4.6 Case Studies
This section describes two industrial cases (including our study system intro-
duced in Chapter 3) and one validation case in the form of RTSSim simulation
models, used for the evaluation. Furthermore, the models have similar archi-
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tecture and analysis problems as two industrial real-time applications in use at
ABB and Arcticus Systems3.

To be specific, Model 1 (M1) represents our study system, i.e., a control
system for industrial robots developed by ABB Robotics, which is not possi-
ble to analyze using the traditional RTA methods [31]. Model 2 (M2) is con-
structed from a test application used by Arcticus Systems, which develops the
Rubus RTOS used in many vehicular systems. We also use a simplified ver-
sion of Model 1 for validation (MV), where the invalid assumptions of RTA in
the system has been removed. The sole purpose of this model is to investigate
how close the response times found by MABERA and HCRR are to the true
WCRTs derived by the exact RTA.

The scheduling policy is FPPS for all models. Model 2 and the validation
model both use fixed priorities. Model 1 contains one task that changes priority
dynamically.

Model 1: This model is of much smaller scale, comparing the real system,
but is designed to include some behavioral mechanisms from the ABB system
which the basic RTA and its variations can not take into account:

• tasks with intricate dependencies in temporal behavior due to IPC and
global shared state variables;

• the use of buffered message queues for IPC, where triggering messages
may be delayed;

• tasks that change scheduling priority or periods dynamically, in response
to system events.

More detail of the model can be found in Section 3.1, Chapter 3.

Model 2: This model is based on a test application from Arcticus systems,
developers of the Rubus RTOS which is used in heavy vehicles. This model
uses a pipe-and-filter architecture, where tasks trigger other tasks through trig-
ger ports, forming transactions. The model contains three periodic transactions
and one interrupt-driven task, in total 11 tasks. Except that the interrupt task
has a small jitter, the other transactions are strictly periodic.

Model 2 is less complex than Model 1 in the sense that there exist no shared
variables or IPC via message passing which can impact the tasks’ timing and

3www.arcticus-systems.se, 2012.
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of Model 2, a test application used in heavy vehi-
cles.

functional behavior. Instead, the tasks have large variations in execution times,
which makes the state space of this model very large. Furthermore, the evalua-
tion focuses on the end-to-end response time of the transaction containing the
tasks with the lowest priority. Figure 4.1 shows the architecture of Model 2,
and more detail of the model can be found in [13].

Validation Model: Simulation-based methods for RTA have in common that
the result is not guaranteed to be an exact task response time. We therefore
constructed a validation model, analyzable using RTA, with the purpose to in-
vestigate how close the response times given by HCRR are to the exact WCRTs
derived by using RTA. The validation model is based on Model 1 (our study
system), but simplified in that 1) global shared state variables have been re-
moved, 2) task priority and period cannot be changed at runtime hence are
strictly static, and 3) loop bounds have been added manually. As a conse-
quence, the validation model has considerably lower complexity, and exhibits
quite different timing properties compared with Model 1.
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4.7 Evaluation Results
The obtained WCRT estimates given by different simulation-based methods
are illustrated by the following labels, which are in Figures 4.2 to 4.5:

• MC: The traditional Monte Carlo approach to generate simulation in-
stances using random input data.

• MAB: The MABERA approach, using a population size of 1 250 of
which 12 parents are selected for reproduction, unless stated otherwise.
The algorithm is modified to run for a limited number of simulations.

• HCRR: The new algorithm based on hill climbing with random restart,
as shown in Algorithm 4.
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Figure 4.2: Final RT distributions and convergence (mean RT and 95% confi-
dence intervals) for Model 1.
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Figure 4.2 shows the results obtained for Model 1. The top of the figure
contains the response time distributions of the three algorithms. Results were
obtained by using 200 sample runs for MABERA, 200 runs for MC, and 100
runs for HCRR, respectively. For MABERA and MC, each sample required
on average 81 400 simulations. Each HCRR sample was allowed 10 000 sim-
ulations. The bottom of Figure 4.2 shows convergence (mean RT and 95%
confidence intervals), using the standard parameters of 10 000 simulations, for
the three algorithms with 100 samples for each algorithm.

The upper part of Figure 4.2 shows that HCRR managed to find the high-
est known response time, 8 474, in all 100 sample runs. The highest response
time found by MABERA was 8 349, and this value was only achieved by one
single run. The MC approach managed to find a maximum response time of
8 390, which is also obtained only once. Note that HCRR was only allowed ap-
proximately 12% of the number of simulations used by MC and MABERA. If
we compare the number of simulations done when the highest known response
time was found, HCRR was approximately 1 628 times faster than MABERA
and MC. The runtimes for one sample of all algorithms were less than 3 min-
utes.

Figure 4.3 shows the obtained results for Model 2 using the standard pa-
rameters. In this model, the tasks have large variations in execution times,
which makes the state space very large. We can see that HCRR yields a result
approximately 5% higher than what are obtained from the two other methods.
Interestingly, it looks like HCRR was still slowly progressing toward higher
response times at 10 000 simulations, while both MABERA and MC seems to
have converged quite early to a much lower result. For Model 2, all algorithms
finished in less than one minute per sample.

In Figure 4.4, we can see the results for the validation model, based on
using the standard parameters. In addition, we show the RTA results. Here,
HCRR could find a response time of 4 432 in every sample run, which was also
confirmed by the RTA to be the WCRT. For the validation model, MC took
less than 50 seconds, MABERA less than 130 seconds, and HCRR less than
90 seconds for one sample run.

Figure 4.5 shows how the different methods scale to larger systems, by il-
lustrating the convergence for Model 1 when increasing the model size to 2,
3 and 4 subsystems (model instances). As we expected, since the state space
increases with the number of subsystems, all three algorithms converge slower
when system size is increased. For two subsystems, HCRR is consistently
better than both MC and MABERA, with all results reported being higher
than the maximum result found for both MC and MABERA. The results for
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Figure 4.3: Final RT distributions and convergence (mean RT and 95% confi-
dence intervals) for Model 2.

3 and 4 subsystems indicate that the difference between the methods decrease
as system size is increased, although HCRR produced on average 4.7 to 11%
higher results than both MC and MABERA. For 4 subsystems, none of the
methods appears to have converged. However, during the 10 000 simulations,
HCRR progressed more quickly to higher response times than both MC and
MABERA. Runtimes for a single sample when having 2 subsystems were be-
low 4, 7 and 5 minutes for MC, MABERA and HCRR, respectively. Sample
runtimes were below 5, 10 and 6 minutes for 3 subsystems and below 8, 16 and
10 minutes for 4 subsystems.

The average end results are summarized in Table 4.1. The last column also
shows the average number of simulations needed by HCRR to obtain the end
result of the second best method (using 10 000 simulations). As we can see,
HCRR reached the second-best result 13 to 112 times faster than the second-
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Figure 4.4: Final RT distributions and convergence (mean RT and 95% confi-
dence intervals) for the validation model.

best method MABERA did. For all evaluation models, HCRR on average out-
performed the other methods in less than 800 simulations, which corresponds
to less than 1.5 minutes of computing time on the PC used for the experiments.

4.7.1 Average Convergence

To measure average convergence more exactly, we use the relative difference
in average response time results over a time span of d simulations. Specifi-
cally, a method has for practical purposes converged (on average) when 1 −
R

(k−d)
/R

(k) ≤ ε, where R
(k)

is the average response time result at the simula-
tion k for a set of samples. Additionally, after at least d simulations have been
performed, convergence will be detected. For our case for the evaluation pre-
sented in this work, d obviously needs to be less than the number of simulations
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Table 4.1: Average end result and point when HCRR passes the second best
end result.

Model MC MABERA HCRR Passes 2nd best
M1-1 7 682 8 065 8 474 224
M1-2 9 693 9 750 10 844 238
M1-3 13 555 13 789 14 672 521
M1-4 15 235 15 298 16 013 764
M2 6 031 6 002 6 299 634
MV 4 286 4 288 4 432 89

(10 000) performed in each sample, while using a too low value for d will indi-
cate premature convergence. We therefore use d = 1 000 for the convergence
comparison. For the tolerance parameter, we chose a value of ε = 0.001. In
other words, if the average progress in 1 000 simulations is lower than 0.1%,
the method is considered as it has converged on average. It is interesting to
stress that different parameters will give radically different results on conver-
gence, and true convergence is reached and detected only when ε = 0 and d is
sufficiently large.

Table 4.2: Convergence on iteration k to response time R
(k)

for the different
methods.

MC MABERA HCRR
k R

(k)
k R

(k)
k R

(k)

M1-1 7 632 7 670 7 356 8 062 4 090 8 466
M1-2 4 806 9 660 6 518 9 728 7 093 10 830
M1-3 3 527 13 502 7801 13 773 5 568 14 578
M1-4 3 410 15 175 5 104 15 271 6 948 15 881
M2 3 656 5 997 3 552 5 991 9 556 6 295
MV – – – – 1 661 4 432

Table 4.2 summarizes the convergence results obtained with the parame-
ters above, for Model 1 with 1-4 subsystems (M1-1 to M1-4), Model 2 (M2),
and the validation model (MV). In general, we can see that HCRR converged
to significantly higher response times than MABERA and MC. For the val-
idation model, the only method to converge within 10 000 simulations was
HCRR. Overall, the results are mostly consistent with what can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, but also classified the slow progress for HCRR on M2 in
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Figure 4.3 as convergence. Running the algorithm longer would either yield
slightly higher results or confirm convergence.

For M1-4, convergence of HCRR is also detected in iteration 6 948 after a
slow progress between simulation 6 000 and 8 000, but as we can see in Fig-
ure 4.5, more average progress is made after simulation 8 000. Sampling more
than 100 runs for M1-4 would most likely even out the slope after simulation
6 000. In any case, HCRR has clearly not converged after 10 000 simulations,
and running the algorithm longer would likely yield even higher results.

4.8 Summary
The task execution and temporal dependencies featured by inter-task commu-
nication via asynchronous message-passing, global shared state variables, run-
time changeability of task’s period and priority, hinder the application of using
the traditional timing analysis methods [31] to our target systems. However, the
systems containing such task execution and temporal dependencies are widely
existing in the domain of industrial automation, aerospace and defense, auto-
motive telematics, etc. Therefore, to address timing analysis of such systems
is important and with great interests in practice.

In this chapter, we have introduced and evaluated our simulation optimizati-
on-based timing analysis of such real-time embedded systems. Specifically,
two simple yet novel search algorithms of metaheuristic type, i.e., a form of
genetic algorithms and hill-climbing with random restarts, are used to guide a
Monte Carlo simulation, yielding much better results in terms of finding higher
response time of tasks, corresponding to some rare extreme cases. Moreover,
two industrial cases (including our study system introduced in Section 3.1,
Chapter 3) and one validation case in the form of simulation models, are used
for the evaluation.
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Figure 4.5: Convergence (mean RT and 95% confidence intervals) for model 1
using 2-4 subsystems.





The Truest Researchers

Who are the truest researchers? I may propose an answer to this
interesting question.

The truest researchers are the middle-of-the-road ones who haven’t
been given anything that they haven’t earned.

They are going to be more valuable to the research communities,
since they haven’t been softened by any spoils, accolades, honors,
etc.

They are more likely to be leaders, not only because of what they
have gone through, but also due to the courage, bravery and pa-
tience they have, though worries, fears and anxiety are often around
them.

Though they have limited skills, they have a foundation, i.e., the
desire and passion to become a better one, every single day in their
short lives.

They are more confident in what they are doing, as this is granted
by their limitations and failures.

Their excellence is not only in the research, but also in other as-
pects of their shining lives, no matter how the others look at it.

Finding such good examples for me to follow is very easy, how-
ever, what I treasure at most is to be true to who I am, and who
is with the most beautiful flame and the greatest honor when the
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purple meteor flies over the night sky.

Yours faithfully,
Yue Luis Lu

December, 2010



Chapter 5

Simulation Model Validation

In this chapter, we present our method for simulation model validation by us-
ing statistics. Specifically, our method is comprised of a sampling method
(to achieve qualified analysis samples by removing the adhering dependen-
cies which hinder the application of using statistics in the context) and a non-
parametric hypothesis test base upon a non-traditional hypothesis test.

A major issue when using simulation-based timing analysis methods is that
of model validity, which is defined as the process of determining whether a sim-
ulation model is an accurate representation of the system, for the particular
objectives of the study [41]. As a model is an abstraction of the system, some
system details may be omitted in the model, for instance when applying exe-
cution time modeling of sub-tasks. Thus, the results from a simulation of such
models may not be identical to the recordings of the system, e.g., wrt. the task
response time and task execution time. In order to convince system experts to
use simulation-based methods, the models should reflect the system with a sat-
isfactory level of significance, i.e., as a sufficiently accurate approximation of
the actual system. Therefore, an appropriate model validation process should
be performed before using the models.

5.1 Related Work on Simulation Model Validation

There is a large body of work done in the realm of simulation model validation;
these methods are either objective or subjective, and subjective methods are of-
ten used for validation of simulation models; examples of subjective methods
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are Face Validation and Graphical Comparisons [7], which are highly depen-
dent on domain expertise and hence error-prone.

In [2] Andersson presents the notion of model equivalence based on ob-
servable property equivalence which is used to compare results of a model and
an actual system. Kleijnen [36] presents work about validation on trace-driven
simulation models using bootstrap test on simulation sub-runs. However, it
seems that there are no outliers existing in the sampling distributions used in
their analysis. Moreover, the system and simulation models in their work are
much less complex than the study system in this work (which is introduced in
Chapter 3), of which the samples used in the analysis are in the form of multi-
model distributions, due to the adhering intricate task execution and temporal
dependencies. The key innovation that equivalence testing [65] relies upon is
the subjective choice of a region within which differences between test and ref-
erence data are considered negligible. For example, a region of indifference
might be nominated to be 20% of the standard deviation, which introduces a
measure of subjectivity and hence cannot be reasonably applied in our study
system where there are many outliers in the samples.

5.2 Our Solution - TTVal

As we introduced in Section 3.1, Chapter 3, an upcoming Response Time (RT)
datum may not be independent with the RT datum previously recorded at each
simulation run of our study system, due to the intricate task execution and
temporal dependencies. The same problem happens for Execution Time (ET)
data. Moreover, since there are outliers existing in such RT and ET samples
of all tasks, which cannot be simply considered to be caused by system errors
or hardware failures, and hence cannot be removed intentionally. Therefore,
to analyze such samples of task RT and ET data by using the conventional
statistical procedure (i.e., parametric test), e.g., t-test and analysis of variance
(ANOVA), is inappropriate, since one important assumption that the under-
lying population is assumed to follow a normal distribution cannot be made.
Consequently, a new way of achieving the qualified analysis samples of tasks’
RT and ET data has to be invented.

In this thesis, we intend to provide a means of evaluating the validity of
simulation models of real-time embedded systems containing intricate task ex-
ecution and temporal dependencies, wrt. timing properties. Specifically, we
consider this particular issue as a statistical problem, which can be solved by
using existing, mature methods from the field of statistics and evaluated by us-
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ing our study system modeled in the RTSSim simulation framework (which is
introduced in Section 2.5, Chapter 2). The problem definition can be outlined
as follows: we are given two RTSSim simulation models S and S

�
which rep-

resent the target system and the corresponding simulation model respectively.
Furthermore, both the target system and the simulation model contain the same
task set Γ which has a number of tasks, i.e., n, where n ∈ N. Let Xτk , X

�
τk

, and
Yτk , Y

�
τk

, denote samples drawn from underlying populations of the RT and ET
data of the same task τk in both S and S

�
separately, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. The goal

of the problem is then to find: whether each paired �Xτk , X
�
τk
�, and �Yτk , Y

�
τk
�

are significantly different, or if they can be considered statistically equal (i.e.,
from the same population), at the certain significance level [58]. More typi-
cally, in this work, the significance level of a test is such that the probability of
mistakenly rejecting the null hypothesis is no more than the stated probability,
i.e., α = 0.05 which is a typical value and based on preliminary assessments
providing appropriate results [74].

5.3 The Algorithm
This section first shows how to achieve qualified analysis samples (referring
to the new samples) of the RT and ET data of tasks in our study system, by
using our proposed sampling method. Next, we show problems with using
conventional parametric statistics in analyzing the new samples of the RT and
ET data of tasks, the feasibility of applying different non-parametric statistical
hypothesis tests to our case, and the non-traditional hypotheses used in this
work, respectively. Finally, our proposed algorithm is given.

5.3.1 The New Sampling Method
A key issue of selecting samples from the population of all individuals concern-
ing the desired information, is to eliminate bias on the sampling. We therefore
propose to use the technique of Simple Random Samples (SRS) [57], which
gives every possible sample of a given size the same chance to be chosen.
In this work, Monte Carlo simulation is used as a way of implementing SRS
to collect analysis samples of the RT and ET data of tasks in the simulation
models. This is done by an embedded random number generator rnd inst()
in the RTSSim simulator, which is an improved version of the Pseudo-random
number generator used in C. Moreover, empirical results showed that the distri-
bution of random numbers given by rnd inst() is conforming to the uniform
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distribution, which assures that for each selection in the RTSSim input data, all
possible values in any range are equally likely to be chosen.

In order to remove dependencies between the data in the original samples
of the RT and ET of tasks raised by intricate task execution and temporal de-
pendencies, we propose a method by firstly running N Monte Carlo simulations
using SRS noted as above, each of which simulation contains m recorded sam-
ple elements of the RT and ET data of tasks. For each task in the task set Γ,
the highest value of m sample elements per each simulation, will be chosen to
construct a new sample of the RT and ET data of tasks. By doing this, the new
constructed analysis samples of the RT and ET data of tasks can be considered
to satisfy the i.i.d. assumption, since there are no dependencies between any
maximum value of the RT and ET data of tasks between two independent sim-
ulations. Refer to Figure 5.1 as an example, which shows the original and new
samples of the RT data of the same task in our study system.

Analogously, the new samples of the RT and ET data of tasks in the real
system can be collected based on measurements by randomizing inputs to the
system at first, and then removing outliers from the sampling data if they are
caused by hardware failure or system errors during each system runtime obser-
vation, and finally, choosing the highest value of the RT and ET data of tasks
in the system. Nevertheless, because such activity is application-specific and
out of the main focus of the thesis, we therefore will not discuss it in details.

5.3.2 Problems with Using Parametric Statistics

In order to determine if the conventional statistical procedure (parametric test),
e.g., t-test and ANOVA, can be used to infer valid parameters of the tasks’ RT
and ET data samples, it first needs to be checked whether the values conform
to a normal distribution. In this work, it is done by using a commercial statistic
analysis software EasyFit 1, according to the results given by a Goodness-Of-
Fit (GOF) test, i.e., Chi-squared test [19] at α-value of 0.05. The results show
that such new samples do not conform to any of the 65 known distributions in
EasyFit, e.g., Normal, Uniform, Student’s t, Lognormal, etc. Since parametric
tests cannot be reasonably applied in this work, we thereby consider to use
non-parametric hypothesis tests which make no assumptions on the underlying
population of a sample.

1www.mathwave.com/products/easyfit.html, 2012.
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5.3.3 The Two-Sample KS Test

In non-parametric statistical hypothesis tests, there are a few methods such
as Chi-squared test, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whithney test [80], Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (the χ2 test, WMW test and KS test respectively, hereafter), which are of-
ten used in identifying differences between two samples. The χ2 test, in which
the expected frequencies of sample elements in the underlying population are
compared with the observed frequencies of the sample elements in the anal-
ysis sample. Such expected frequencies are either hypothesized as all equal
or on the basis to some priori knowledge or experience. However, in the case
of RTA of our study system containing intricate task execution and temporal
dependencies, it is either too subjective to support such a hypothesis, or not
accurate enough due to a limited priori knowledge of the tasks. The χ2 test is
not feasible to be applied thereof. Concerning the WMW test, it disallows to
compare for instance the variability of two samples, as it in fact compares the
ranks of two samples by computing the ranks of two samples in the grouped
new sample. Therefore, the WMW test may fail in the comparing two sampling
distributions taken from two multimodal distributions which are with identical
mean but different variances: the WMW test will draw a conclusion that they
are the same, but actually they are not. So the WMW test cannot be applied to
our context neither. The KS test uses the maximum vertical deviation between
the two cumulative fraction plot (CFP) curves2 as the statistic D, to which the
corresponding P value will suggest that if there is a significant difference or
not. Hence, the KS test does not have the above issues raised by the χ2 test
and the WMW test, and it is also widely used in both academia research and
industrial application. We therefore adopt the KS test at the confidence level
95% which is corresponding to the significance level α = 0.05 (i.e., a typical
value and based on preliminary assessments providing appropriate results [74])
in this work, and the corresponding hypotheses are as follows:

• H0,ks: There is no significant difference between the target system and
the simulation model in the view of either response time or execution
time of the task on focus.

• Ha,ks: There is a significant difference between the target system and the
simulation model in the view of either response time or execution time of
the task on focus.

2CFP curves are graphical display of how the data (or sample elements) in each sample is
distributed.
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5.3.4 The Non-Traditional Hypothesis Test
In [54] and [45], it is recognized that the application of the traditional hypoth-
esis tests is not appropriate for model validation. The reason is that traditional
null hypothesis, i.e., there is no difference between the means, for instance, of
the populations in perspective of the same interesting property, is tantamount
to saying that the model meets the accuracy standard. Correspondingly, the
burden of proof rests on the alternative hypothesis, i.e., the model is not ac-
ceptable. Moreover, this test strategy is also unsatisfactory because failure to
reject the null hypothesis could be due to the model being acceptable, but it can
also be interpreted as the user merely having chosen a test with lower power
[65]. Therefore, we will use different hypotheses against the ones in the tradi-
tional hypothesis tests, i.e., the traditional null hypothesis should be reversed.
The hypotheses used in this work can be formally introduced as follows:

• H0: The simulation model is not a sufficiently accurate approximation of
the target system at the significance level α = 0.05, from the perspective
of response time and execution time of adhering tasks.

• Ha: The simulation model is a sufficiently accurate approximation of the
target system at the significance level α = 0.05, from the perspective of
response time and execution time of adhering tasks.

5.3.5 The Proposed Method TTVal
Our proposed method TTVal is shown in Algorithm 6, which returns the sim-
ulation model validation results in terms of the hypotheses introduced in Sec-
tion 5.3.4. Furthermore, in this work, since we choose not to perform the
validation between the real system and the simulation model, we will instead
compare the simulation model of our study system (as the target system) and
with a set of models S

�
(as the relevant simulation models) where a specific

change scenario (as shown in Section 5.4.2) is applied. Hence, in this case,
both S and S

�
are simulation models being sampled by firstly using Monte

Carlo simulation, which in Algorithm 6 is modeled as a function MTC, with
four parameters: m - the number of samples drawn from each simulation run,
τk - the task on focus in the KS test, Property - task response time or execution
time and rnd inst() - a random number generator in the RTSSim simulator.
When the reference for comparison is a real system, the samples of the RT and
ET data of tasks are achieved in the way as introduced in Section 5.3.1, which
in Algorithm 6 is modeled by the function measurement, with four parameters:
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m - the number of samples drawn from each execution of the target system,
τk - the task on focus in the analysis, Property - task response time or execu-
tion time, and rnd testvector() - a random test vector generator. The outline of
TTVal is as follows:

• Achieve the samples of N RT and ET data of all the tasks in both the
actual system S and the model S

�
by firstly using measurement() and

Monte Carlo simulation MTC(), and then choosing the maximum of the
recorded task RT and ET data of each simulation or system execution
respectively (refer to lines 1 to 16 in Algorithm 6).

• Use the KS test to compare if the samples of the RT and ET data of each
task τk in the task set Γ in both S and S

�
are statistically significantly

different iteratively. If the result given by the KS test is Ha,ks, then Al-
gorithm 6 draws the conclusion, i.e., the model S

�
is not a sufficiently

accurate approximation of the system S from a task response time and
execution time perspective (in other words, we should not reject the null
hypothesis H0 as introduced in Section 5.3.4), and finally, stops the val-
idation process. Otherwise, the entire validation process will terminate
after all the samples of the RT and ET data of tasks are evaluated by the
KS test (refer to lines 18 to 34 in Algorithm 6). In practice, the KS test is
conducted by using a commercial software XLSTAT3, which is a plug-in
to EXCEL.

5.4 Evaluation Results
In this section, we first introduce the evaluation models inspired by our study
model in brief. Next, we give the description of change scenarios and the
expected results as reference, and finally, we show that our proposed algorithm
TTVal can obtain accurate analysis results at the confidence level 95%, which
is equal to the significance level 5%, representing the probability of mistakenly
rejecting the null hypothesis in the two-sample KS test is no more than 5%,
when it is true.

5.4.1 The Evaluation Models
We examine the idea by using Model 1, i.e., our study system and a set of its
variations based upon change scenarios (to be introduced in the following sec-

3www.xlstat.com, 2012.
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Algorithm 6 TTVal(Γ)
1: for all τk such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n in Γ in both S and S

� do
2: for all i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ N do
3: Xi ← xi,1, ..., xi, j, ..., xi,m ← MTC(m, τk ,RT, rnd inst())
4: Xτk ,i ← MAX(Xi)
5: Yi ← yi,1, ..., yi, j, ..., yi,m ← MTC(m, τk , ET, rnd inst())
6: Yτk ,i ← MAX(Yi)
7: X

�
i ← x

�
i,1, ..., x

�
i, j, ..., x

�
i,m ← Measurement(m, τk ,RT, rndtestvector())

8: X
�
τk ,i
← MAX(X

�
i )

9: Y
�
i ← y

�
i,1, ..., y

�
i, j, ..., y

�
i,m ← Measurement(m, τk , ET, rndtestvector())

10: Y
�
τk ,i
← MAX(Y

�
i )

11: end for
12: Xτk ← Xτk ,1, ..., Xτk ,i, ..., Xτk ,N
13: Yτk ← Yτk ,1, ..., Yτk ,i, ..., Yτk ,N
14: X

�
τk
← X

�
τk ,1
, ..., X

�
τk ,i
, ..., X

�
τk ,N

15: Y
�
τk
← Y

�
τk ,1
, ..., Y

�
τk ,i
, ..., Y

�
τk ,N

16: end for
17: ret ← 0
18: for all τk such that 1 ≤ k ≤ n in Γ in both S and S

� do
19: ret ← kstest(Xτk , Xτ�k

, α)

20: if ret = Ha,ks then
21: ret ← H0
22: return ret
23: else
24: ret ← Ha
25: end if
26: ret ← kstest(Yτk ,Yτ�k

, α)

27: if ret = Ha,ks then
28: ret ← H0
29: return ret
30: else
31: ret ← Ha
32: end if
33: end for
34: return ret

tion). The tasks and task parameters in both Model 1 and a set of variations
of Model 1 are presented in Table 5.1, where DUMMY H, PLAN H, CTRL H,
CTRL L, DUMMY L, PLAN O and PLAN L represent the DUMMY task with
the priority 1, the PLAN task with the priority 3, the CTRL task with the prior-
ity 4, the CTRL task with the priority 6, the DUMMY task with the priority 7,
and the PLAN task with the priority 9 respectively. Note that the lower num-
bered priority is more significant, i.e., 0 stands for the highest priority. The
time unit in Table 5.1 is a simulation time unit (tu). Moreover, Row Case in
the table denotes in which case or cases a specific task exists. For example,
the DUMMY H task only exists in Case 5 and Case 6. “−” represents the task
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Table 5.1: Tasks and task parameters in evaluation models. 0 stands for the
highest priority.

DUMMY H DRIVEPLAN HCTRL H IO CTRL LDUMMY LPLAN OPLAN L

Priority 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Period (tu)5 000 or 10 000 2 000 40 000 20 000 5 000 10 000 5 000 40 000 40 000

Offset (tu) 0 12 000 0 0 500 0 0 0 0

Case 5, 6 – 2-2 – – – 4-1, 4-2, 6 – 2-1

appears in all cases.

5.4.2 Change Scenarios and Evaluation Results

Model 1 is considered as the original system S , and a set of variations S
�

(as
shown in Table 5.2) are considered as simulation models, in which either tasks’
execution time, priority and period are changed, or some extra tasks are added.
The description of the change scenarios and the corresponding Expected Re-
sults (ERs) are introduced as follows. In addition, the ERs are expressed in
terms of using the hypotheses in our hypothesis test as introduced in Sec-
tion 5.3.4, which are opposite to the ones in the traditional hypothesis test.

• Case 1: The execution time of the IO task is doubled, i.e., from 23 to
46 tu. Furthermore, due to that the IO task has a higher priority than the
CTRL and PLAN task, therefore the RT of not only the CTRL, PLAN
task, but also the IO task itself will be changed. Thus H0 is the expected
result, i.e., there are significant differences between the S and S

�
at the

significance level α = 0.05, from the perspective of response time and
execution time of adhering tasks.

• Case 2: When the priority of the PLAN task is lowered comparing its
original priority, the ET and RT of other tasks will not be impacted,
since the priority of the PLAN task is the lowest among all tasks in the
model. Consequently, the expected result is Ha.

• Case 3: When the period of the PLAN task which is the lowest priority
task in the system is increased, the ET and RT of all the tasks are not
supposed to be affected at all, therefore the expected result is Ha.
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Table 5.2: Results obtained by using TTVal concerning different models ac-
cording to change scenarios, and the Expected Results (ER) as reference.

Cases S
�

Changes Description TTVal Confidence Level ER Accuracy

Case 1 IO: C 23→ 46 H0 95% H0 �
Case 2 PLAN: Prio 8→ 9 Ha 95% Ha �
Case 3 PLAN: T 40 000→ 80 000 Ha 95% Ha �

Case 4-1 DUMMY: Prio = 7, T = 5 000, C = 25 H0 95% H0 �
Case 4-2 DUMMY: Prio = 7, T = 5 000, C = 50 H0 95% H0 �
Case 5 DUMMY: Prio = 1, T = 5 000, C = 25 H0 95% H0 �

• Case 4: When there is a DUMMY task (refer to as DUMMY L in Ta-
ble 5.1) added to Model 1, with different execution times and priorities
that are lower than any other tasks, except for the PLAN task in the
system. Consequently, only the ET or RT of the PLAN task might be
affected after the change. Therefore H0 is expected to be drawn.

• Case 5: When increasing the priority of the DUMMY task to be higher
than all other tasks in the system model, for instance the ET and RT of
the CTRL and PLAN task are supposed to be changed. Correspondingly,
H0 is supposed to be drawn.

In Table 5.2, � means that the analysis result of TTVal at the confidence
level 95% conforms to the corresponding known expected result; × will be
given otherwise. Furthermore, as shown in Columns TTVal, ER, Accuracy
and Confidence Level in Table 5.24, clearly, the results given by our proposed
method TTVal at the confidence level 95% are in line with the expected results.
This also indicates that our proposed method has the potential to be applied as
an effective simulation model validation method.

5.5 Summary
Simulation model validation is a vital issue when simulation-based methods
are used in analysis. This chapter has presented our work on validation of
temporal simulation models from a task response time and execution time per-
spective. Traditionally, such validation work is difficult to be done, due to the
complicated system’s timing behavior which usually not only makes many of

4In addition, the listing order of such columns is the same as the listing order in Table 5.2.
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the existing statistical methods fail, but also drives the subjective methods to be
infeasible in such context since the number of scenarios is too large to be prac-
tically considered. In particular, the evaluation using a number of simulation
models using our study system describing a fictive but representative industrial
robotic control system, shows that our proposed method can obtain the correct
analysis results. This also indicates that our proposed method has the potential
to be applied as an effective simulation model validation method.



Figure 5.1: The PDF histograms of the original sample (on the upper part) and
the new sample (on the lower part) of the RT data of the CTRL task in our
study model.



Time to Say Goodbyes –
Nancy, France

Very quietly I take my leave of you as quietly as I approached you.

Very gently I packed my luggage not even a little raindrops of
Nancy will I take away.

Saying good-byes always drives me crazy, though it happens all
the time.

One fell in love with Nancy, just because Nancy is Nancy.

Bien à vous,
Yue Luis Lu

November, 2011

A special and quick thanksgiving note delivering to Liliana Cucu-
Grosjean and her TRIO team: Madame Liliana Cucu-Grosjean,
merci beaucoup de votre aide pour moi à Nancy. Je me suis bien
amusé. Salut à tous!





Chapter 6

Statistical Response-Time
Analysis

In this chapter, we introduce our statistical response-time analysis technique
that merely relies on samples of task response times from systems, i.e., no
knowledge of accurate task WCET estimates is needed.

6.1 Motive
Bate [9] and Mäki-Turja [51, 52] introduce more detailed RTA methods for
dealing with task execution precedence, task offsets and task execution depen-
dencies on different modes, however these are comparatively simple models
and the analysis still relies on accurate WCET values. Another option to the tra-
ditional RTA is Real-Time Queueing Theory (RTQT) [8] that provides a way to
compute tasks’ response time distributions using various real-time scheduling
algorithms. Nevertheless, preemption between customers (or tasks) is not per-
mitted. In 1991, Atlas et al. [3] proposed a statistical rate monotonic scheduling
for the independent task model, which is a generalization of the classical rate
monotonic scheduling results for periodic tasks with high variable execution
times and statistical Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements.

Probabilistic approaches [15, 21, 46, 60] for real-time systems are promis-
ing since they can deal with some problems which cannot be addressed by the
traditional RTA. Tasks’ execution times in such analysis methods are usually
modeled by independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) discrete random
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variables. However, these assumptions are not always realistic, e.g., due to
shared resources such as caches [63].

In this chapter, we introduce the statistical analysis RapidRT, which can
deal with a wide range of systems including the systems containing intricate
task execution and temporal dependencies. This is done by using a novel sam-
pling method to achieve training data that will be corrected by a posterior pro-
cess based on a set of statistical techniques, search algorithms and a certain
task reliability requirement. In particular, we present a new algorithm to obtain
a safe and tight upper bound on the WCRT estimate of each task, based upon a
calibrated and tight predictive Probability Density Function (PDF) histogram
of the task. To be specific, by calibrated we mean that the result given by our
method can bound the true task WCRT, i.e., a safe task WCRT estimate. Tight-
ness (which is related to pessimism) is about how close the safe result lies to the
true task WCRT. Clearly, the tighter, the less pessimistic, the better. Moreover,
our evaluation has been demonstrated by an extensive set of simulation models
containing representative features of real industrial control applications.

6.2 Statistical Analysis of Systems
Next, we will start with the system model in Section 6.2.1 followed by back-
ground on the Extreme Value Theory (EVT) used in Section 6.2.2. Next the
related work that has used EVT for analysis of real-time systems is reviewed
in Section 6.2.3. Finally an overview of our approach is given in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.1 System Model
The systems considered in this work are comprised of a number of periodic
tasks. Each periodic task consists of n sub-tasks (where n ∈ N) and is a tu-
ple τi(Ti, Ji,Oi, Pi,Ci,Di). Ti is the task period with maximum jitter Ji, con-
stant offset Oi, a priority Pi, and Ci is the task WCET. Furthermore, the exact
knowledge of Ci is not required to be known. For the purpose of this thesis, no
specific task deadline and scheduling approach are assumed.

6.2.2 Background on the EVT Used
EVT is a theory of statistics extending the Central Limit Theorem [57] to
the tail of a distribution. More precisely, for a given random variable Y =
max{X1, ..., Xn} formed from the maxima of a set of n i.i.d. random variables
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Xi, EVT predicts that the distribution of Y will converge to the Generalized
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution as n goes to infinity. Therefore EVT is used
to model the risk of the extreme, rare events. Typically, there are two common
approaches [26]: i.e., Peak Over Threshold (POT) and Block Maxima. The
first approach POT only studies the data which exceed over a threshold μ to a
Generalized Pareto Distribution. One disadvantage of POT is that the choice
of the threshold value μ is not evident. Furthermore, POT is known to not be-
have well when the data are not sufficient. Therefore, we use the block maxima
approach in this work.

According to EVT, Y converges to one of the three following forms: 1)
Gumbel when the underlying distribution has a non-heavy upper tail (e.g.,
Normal) and, 2) Fréchet when the underlying distribution has a heavy up-
per tail (e.g., Pareto) and, 3) Weibull when the underlying distribution has a
bounded upper tail (e.g., Uniform) and relates to minima (i.e., the smallest ex-
treme value). Particularly, a probabilistic estimate can be computed by using
the best-fit distribution parameters, according to a certain probability of being
exceeded. Since the purpose of our work is to find the higher response times
of tasks concerning rare worst-case scenarios, we therefore use the maximum
case in the Gumbel distribution, referred to as the Gumbel Max distribution
in the reminder of the thesis. Equation 6.1 shows an example of using the
percent-point function of the Gumbel Max distribution in EVT, to compute a
probabilistic estimate, which is relevant to this thesis.

est = μ − β × log(−log((1 − Pevt)b)) (6.1)

where μ and β are the two (best-fit) parameters of the Gumbel Max distribution,
Pevt is the acceptance probability in EVT, and b is the block size.

6.2.3 Related Work for the Use of EVT in Real-Time Sys-
tems

EVT has been applied to the WCET analysis of a program in the recent years,
and the featured work includes [25] and [30]. Specifically, in [25], Edgar
presents the way of using EVT for WCET estimation, by firstly fitting the raw
measured execution time sample to the Gumbel Max distribution based upon
an unbiased estimator. A WCET estimate is then calculated using a pertain-
ing excess distribution function. However as it is indicated [30], the authors
of [25] fit incorrectly the raw execution time sample to the Gumbel Max dis-
tribution, which is intended to model random variables that are the maxima of
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a large number of other random variables. Moreover, as pointed out in [29],
EVT makes the assumption required by statistics and probability theory, i.e.,
the sample elements in the sample have to be i.i.d.. Unfortunately, the execu-
tion times of programs usually are not i.i.d., for instance, due to the dependen-
cies between different states of the data structure in the program. Hansen [30]
presents the work on predicting on how likely a WCET estimate generated by
EVT will be exceeded in the future, for a single execution trace of the program.
Finally, the search algorithm concerning the best-fit Gumbel Max distribution
parameters is done in a simple way, by only doubling the block size. Therefore,
there is no guarantee that the best-fit Gumbel Max parameters (corresponding
to the possible smallest block size when the Goodness-Of-Fit (GOF) hypothe-
sis test is passed) can be obtained and then used in EVT.

6.2.4 Overview of Our Approach

The basic approach followed in this work is summarized by the following five
stages:

1. The first stage of the analysis is to capture information from the available
sources concerning the Response Time (RT) of the individual tasks, e.g.,
the existing system logs containing recorded task RT data. Specifically,
no assumption is made as to whether such sources are collected either
via simulation, or by monitoring the behavior of the actual target using
software probes as introduced in Chapter 7 in [39].

2. Next, a task RT training data (consisting of a number of task RT sub-
training data corresponding to K statistical models to be introduced in
Section 6.3) is sampled from the set of available sources achieved in
Stage One. Specifically, each sub-training data is taken such that an
i.i.d. assumption can be made, and so that there are sufficient samples
allowing for appropriate tuning of the final analysis.

3. Then, a posterior statistical correction process is performed to allow the
primary objective of the analysis to be achieved, i.e., to obtain a safe
and tight WCRT estimate of tasks. This step decomposes the reliability
target for the WCRT of tasks into a number of probabilities to be used
in the statistical analysis. Such probabilities are associated with differ-
ent analysis context, such as our sampling method, EVT and the GOF
hypothesis test (of which more details are given in Section 6.3.2).
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Task RT Training Data
(i.e., Timing Traces)

Task Reliability 
Requirements

Real-Time
Embedded Systems

A Probabilistic Task
WCRT Estimate

Posterior Statistical 
Correction Process

Figure 6.1: The work flow about RapidRT.

4. Given an appropriate task RT sub-training data, the statistical analysis
in the posterior statistical correction process is tuned such that the max-
imum of a probability distribution (in this case the Gumbel Max distri-
bution) generated with a given set of parameters is a sufficiently close
match, at the required confidence level, to the maximum of the actual
distribution of the sub-training data. At this step, a calibrated and tight
PDF histogram of the task WCRT (consisting of the estimates, each of
which is the maximum of a task RT sub-training data) is obtained.

5. The final stage is to use the achieved task WCRT PDF to obtain the final
WCRT of the task under analysis.

The first and fifth of the stages above are effectively the same as Edgar’s
approach, with the obvious difference here response times are analyzed instead
of execution times.

The second stage has been included to overcome the issue that the EVT’s
being used are intended for data that conform to the i.i.d. assumption. The third
stage decomposes the system’s objectives into a set of probabilities used by the
EVT concerning the Gumbel Max distribution, GOF hypothesis test, different
search algorithms, etc. Finally, the parameters of the task RT sub-training data
are tuned to give better results using the percent-point function of the Gumbel
Max distribution (as shown in Equation 6.1) in the fourth stage. Figure 6.1
shows the corresponding work flow.
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6.3 RapidRT Analysis Technique

In this section, we introduce the RapidRT analysis in detail by firstly presenting
the description of the proposed sampling method in Section 6.3.1, followed by
the underpinning posterior statistical correction process in Section 6.3.2. Also,
in this section the overall algorithm is presented in pseudo-code format.

6.3.1 Sampling

As introduced in Section 6.2.4, the first and second stage in our approach is the
sampling method which specifically consists of three steps as follows:

Step One The collection of representative task RT samples: First, the sample which
could be representative of the underlying task RT population has to be
collected in a way without introducing any bias [68]. Furthermore, this
step concerns with the issues of sampling strategy and sample size. The
samples achieved in this step will be called Simple Random Sampling
(SRS). In this work, we employ the technique of SRS [57], which gives
every possible observation of a given size (i.e., system inputs) the same
chance to be chosen (based around the usage of a uniform distribution).
The main benefit of SRS is that it guarantees that the chosen sample
is representative of the underlying population [68], without introducing
any bias to sampling.

Step Two The collection of the task RT sub-training data rtT
k satisfying the i.i.d.

assumption: Based around the SRS task RT samples achieved in the
previous step, we next construct the sub-training data rtT

k which satisfies
the i.i.d. assumption (and hence can be used by the posterior statistical
correction process) and contains the sample with higher response times,
compared with the traditional way using Monte Carlo methods.

Step Three The collection of the training data rtT by repeating Step One and Two
for K times and hence comprising K sub-training data rtT

k , which results
in rtT ← rtT

1 , ..., rtT
k , for the K statistical models corresponding to the K

sub-training data.

The main problem in Step One is the determination of the appropriate sam-
ple size of an SRS task RT sample, which depends on a number of accuracy
factors that must be considered. In the context of RTA, such factors are desired
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precision of results, confidence level and the degree of variability. We intro-
duce their definitions (based on [24] which introduces how to determine the
sample size in general) as follows:

1. Desired precision of results: The level of precision is the closeness with
which the sample predicts where the true values in the population lie.
The difference between the sample and the real population is called the
sampling error. The commonly assumed sampling error is ±3% and
±5%. In addition, the higher level of precision required, the larger sam-
ple sizes and the higher cost to achieve those samples will be.

2. Confidence level: The confidence level refers to the percentage of the
collected sample that would have the true population value at the ac-
cepted level, at which the sample is within the range of precision. The
95% confidence level is more commonly used in practice.

3. Degree of variability: Variability is the degree to which the attributes or
concepts being measured in the questions are distributed throughout the
population.

According to statistical evidence [24], the determination of such an SRS
task RT sample size can be done by using the above definitions and the table
in Appendix Two in [24]. In this work, the detailed explanation is: since the
underlying task RT population is extremely large due to a very large system
search space consisting of task arrival jitter, task execution time and environ-
mental input stimulus [14], we therefore use the maximum of all the specified
population sizes in the table, i.e., 100 000. Since the variability of task RT pop-
ulation is too difficult to estimate, it is therefore best to use the conservative
figure of 50% as suggested by [24]. The confidence level is chosen as 95%,
which is standard in applied practice. The sampling error is ±3%. Note that
the reason for choosing the sampling error to be ±3%, other than ±5%, is that
the larger the sample size is, the higher level of precision is, which is especially
important when we achieve the SRS task RT samples. Consequently, by using
the information previously given, the sample size of each SRS task RT sample
is determined to be 1 099, when the population size is 100 000, variability is
50% and sampling error is ±3%.

Going forward, in Step Two, since there are no dependencies between the
maximum of any two independent SRS task RT samples (which are collected
by running two independent executions of the system being analyzed), and we
are interested in the prediction of the task WCRT, as a result, such maxima
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are taken to achieve the task RT sub-training data rtT
k which satisfies the i.i.d.

assumption, and hence can be used by our posterior statistical correction pro-
cess. Additionally, when we fit the sample elements in the sub-training data
rtT

k to the Gumbel Max distribution (in EVT) for the statistical model Mk (i.e.,
the i.i.d. task RT sub-training data fitting process hereafter), the corresponding
sample size is 191, which is the smallest sample size when the corresponding
i.i.d. task RT sub-training data fitting process is successful by using the upper-
part binary search [20] to the search space of which the range is [1, 200], based
on our evaluation (as shown in Table 6.1).

In Step Three, by following the same principle of determination of the sam-
ple size of an SRS task RT sample using the same table in [24], the sample size
of the task RT training data rtT (which contains K task RT sub-training data
rtT

k ) is 398 (as shown in the table in Appendix One in [24]), when the pop-
ulation size is 100 000, variability is 50% and sampling error is ±5%. Note
that 398 sub-training data (when the sampling error is ±5%) are sufficiently
enough to construct the task WCRT estimate sample (in Section 6.3.2) accord-
ing to our evaluation. The cost of sampling in our algorithm will become ex-
pensive otherwise, i.e., 147 146 209 more sample elements than necessary (i.e.,
1 099× 191× 1 099− 1 099× 191× 398) without yielding significant improve-
ments in the results.

In order to have a better understanding about the sample sizes in differ-
ent context of our proposed method, we summarize the above information as
follows:

1. An SRS task RT sample contains a set of measured and representative task
RT data per each system execution by using SRS (without introducing
any bias when we achieve those samples), and its sample size is 1 099.

2. A task RT sub-training data rtT
k for the model Mk contains a set of max-

ima of SRS task RT samples, and its sample size is 191.

3. A training data rtT for K statistical models (referred as the task WCRT
estimate sample in the posterior statistical correction process) is com-
prised of a set of sub-training data rtT

k , and its sample size is 398.

The proposed sampling method is illustrated in Figure 6.2, and its imple-
mentation is shown in lines from 5 to 8 in Algorithm 7 (to be introduced in
Section 6.3.2). The key aspect of this figure is that the multi-modal actual
distribution of response times is transformed into a positive-skewed (i.e., right-
skewed or right-tailed) distribution that can summarize the tail of the actual
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of our proposed sampling method in RapidRT. Since
we are only interested in showing the shape of different response time samples
of the same task achieved in different steps, the detailed ranges of task RT data
are not interesting to show clearly in the picture.

distribution. Then, following Step Three we repeat Step One and Two for 398
times.

Table 6.1: In the table, × indicates that the i.i.d. task RT sub-training data fitting
process failed, corresponding to the chosen sample size (which is determined
by the upper-part binary search [20]);

√
represents the opposite case otherwise.

100 150 175 188 194 191 190
GOF test × × × × √ √ ×

6.3.2 Posterior Statistical Correction Process

The RapidRT analysis takes five input parameters, and returns a probabilistic
WCRT estimate of the task τ under analysis. To be specific, the five input
parameters are: τ (the task under analysis), n (the sample size of the task RT
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training data rtT ), m (the sample size of a task RT sub-training data rtT
k ), l

(the sample size of an SRS task RT sample) and Prr (the given task reliability
requirement). Specifically, Prr is the probability of the task τ having a response
time violation, which is, e.g., no more than 10−9 per hour or 8.784 × 10−6 per
year (i.e., 24 × 366 × 10−9) when Prr is 10−9.

In order to use the given task reliability requirement in the posterior sta-
tistical correction process in RapidRT, we have to decompose the algorithm
parameter Prr into a set of probabilities according to different kinds of context
as follows:

1. Psampling is the probability of having some sample elements which are
not included in the task RT training data rtT collected by our proposed
sampling method. Since the confidence level of the training data rtT

given by our sampling method is 95%, the value of Psampling is 0.05 (i.e.,
1 − 0.95).

2. Since the confidence interval for the task WCRT estimate predictive PDF
is chosen at the level of 95%, as well as the significance level of the hy-
pothesis tests in the posterior statistical correction process is 0.05 (which
are typical values and based on preliminary assessments providing ap-
propriate results [74]), the value of the probabilities PREFcl (the signifi-
cance level of the task WCRT estimate predictive PDF) and PGOF (the
significance level of the GOF hypothesis test) is therefore 0.05.

3. Pevt is the acceptance probability in EVT which is used in the Gumbel
percent-point function (as shown in Equation 6.1) to obtain a probabilis-
tic WCRT estimate of the task.

In the RapidRT analysis, all the steps outlined above have to be taken one
by one, as a result, Prr is a multiple of Psampling, PREFcl , PGOF and Pevt as
expressed by Equation 6.2.

Prr = Psampling × PREFcl × PGOF × Pevt (6.2)

where Psampling, PREFcl and PGOF are 0.05, and Prr is 10−9.
Consequently, the value of Pevt can be calculated by the following equation:

Pevt =
Prr

Psampling × PREFcl × PGOF
(6.3)

where Psampling, PREFcl and PGOF are 0.05, and Prr is 10−9, and hence Pevt is
8 × 10−6 (i.e., 10−9

0.05×0.05×0.05 ).
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Next, RapidRT will verify if the task WCRT estimate sample consisting
of n probabilistic task WCRT estimates (corresponding to the K task RT sub-
training data, where K = n) conforms to a normal distribution or not, based
around the result given by the non-parametric GOF hypothesis test Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test [42] (the KS test hereafter). If it is, then the algorithm will calcu-
late the confidence interval (i.e., the CI hereafter) of the task WCRT estimate
sample at the confidence level 95%, and choose the upper bound on the CI
as the final WCRT of the task. Otherwise, if the task WCRT estimate sample
cannot be fitted to a normal distribution, the resampling statistical method boot-
strapping will be adopted. Specifically, the way of using the most widely-used
bootstrapping method i.e., bias-corrected and accelerated (BCA) bootstrap to
obtain the confidence intervals of a population can be found in [10]. The out-
line of the RapidRT analysis is as follows:

1. Compute the task WCRT estimate estk per each sub-training data rtT
k

corresponding to the statistical model Mk (which uses the Gumbel Max
distribution in EVT and a given task reliability requirement). The de-
tailed steps are as follows, i.e.,

(a) Set the initial block size b to 1, for each sub-training data rtT
k .

(b) If the number of blocks k =
⌊m

b

⌋
is less than 30, the algorithm stops

since there are not enough samples to generate an estimate [30].

(c) Segment m response times into blocks of size b, and for each of the⌊m
b

⌋
blocks find its maximum.

(d) Estimate the best-fit Gumbel parameters μ and β to the block max-
ima by using the exhaustive search algorithm as shown in lines 16
to 23 in Algorithm 7.

(e) Calculate a probabilistic task WCRT estimate based on the best-fit
Gumbel Max parameters obtained through Step d) (i.e., μ, β) and
the acceptance probability in EVT (i.e., Pevt). In addition, evtgum-
belmax in line 19 in Algorithm 7 represents the implementation of
the Gumbel percent-point function as shown by Equation 6.1 (in-
troduced in Section 6.2.2).

2. After verifying if the task WCRT estimate sample

(i.e., ES T ← est1, ..., esti, ..., estn) can successfully be fitted to a normal
distribution by using the KS test, RapidRT will return the result, i.e.,
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ES T + 2σES T (the sum of mean value and 2 standard deviation of ES T
at the confidence level 95%).

The precise description of the algorithm using pseudo-code is outlined in
Algorithm 7, in which the lines 8 to 33 show the posterior statistical correction
process.
Parameters:
τ: the task under analysis
n: integer value - the sample size of a task WCRT estimate sample
m: integer value - the sample size of a task RT sub-training data
l: integer value - the sample size of an SRS task RT sample
Prr: double value - the given task reliability requirement in terms of a cer-

tain probability
Returns:

rtest: double value - the WCRT estimate of the task τ

6.4 Case Study: An Industrial Robotic Control
System

This section is split into four parts: Section 6.4.1 presents the setup of the
evaluations performed in this case study. Section 6.4.2 outlines the evalua-
tion models followed by our testbed and toolchain in Section 6.4.3. Finally,
Section 6.4.4 disseminates our results and their validity.

6.4.1 Evaluation Setup
In the evaluation of the sampling method of RapidRT, we are interested in im-
provements in results given by RapidRT with regard to the obtained higher task
RT data over the traditional sampling method Monte Carlo Experiment [55],
the tightness of analysis results given by RapidRT, as well as some brief infor-
mation about computing time.

Tightness and Computing Time

One interesting property to investigate in this evaluation is whether the re-
sults are calibrated and tight, or not. The tightness of the results obtained by
RapidRT is of highest importance from an applicability and usefulness point of
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Algorithm 7 RapidRT(τ, n,m, l, Prr)
1: Psampling, PREFcl , PGOF ← 0.05, Prr ← 10−9

2: Pevt ← 8 × 10−6 ← Prr

Psampling × PREFcl × PGOF
3: n← 398,m← 191, l← 1 099
4: for all esti such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
5: for all rti, j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m do
6: rti, j ← MAX(S RS (τ, l))
7: end for
8: Xi ← rti,1, ..., rti,m

9: b← 1
10: k ←

⌊m
b

⌋

11: μ, β← 0
12: success← f alse
13: while k ≥ 30 and success = f alse do
14: S i ← si,1, ..., si,k ← segment(Xi, b)
15: Yi ← yi,1, ..., yi,k ← maxima(S i)
16: if passChiS quareTest(Yi,GumbelMax, PGOF) > 0 then
17: success← true
18: μ, β← ChiS quareTest(Yi, PGOF)
19: esti ← evtgumbelmax(μ, β, Pevt, b)
20: else
21: b← b + 1
22: k ←

⌊m
b

⌋

23: end if
24: end while
25: end for
26: ES T ← est1, ..., esti, ..., estn

27: if passKS (ES T,Normal, PGOF , PREFcl ) then

28: ES T ← 1
n
×

n∑
i=1

esti

29: σES T ←
√

1
n

n∑
i=1

(esti − ES T )2

30: rtest ← ES T + 2σES T

31: else
32: rtest ← bootstraptest(ES T )
33: end if
34: return rtest
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view. Specifically, we are not allowed to provide optimistic or too pessimistic
results in terms of response times. If the results would be optimistic, then
they are invalid, i.e., they are not calibrated. If the results would be a little
bit pessimistic, then they are safe and good to use. If the results would be too
pessimistic, then they are not tight and as a result of less use from a practical
point of view.

Tightness of the analysis results is difficult to evaluate, unless we have the
access to the true WCRT of the task under analysis. Hence, in order to assess
the tightness of the results obtained by RapidRT, we need to compare such
analysis results given by RapidRT to some known best-practice response time
values. A natural candidate for comparison would be to use the traditional RTA
– a technique commonly used to compute the exact WCRT of tasks. However,
we cannot compare our results against such the traditional RTA techniques as
their system model assumptions are invalid, due to the intricate task execution
and temporal dependencies in the systems targeted by our work.

On the other hand, as a reference for comparison, we can compare the
performance of RapidRT against HCRR (which is introduced in Section 4.5,
Chapter 4) – a meta-heuristic search algorithm that guides the traditional MCS,
in order to find good and representative response time values that cannot be ob-
tained by the traditional MCS. However, HCRR requires an accurate model of
the system under analysis in order to compute useful results. Under such cir-
cumstances, HCRR has shown to perform very well, hence, hinting on a good
performance also on models that cannot be analyzed by using the traditional
RTA techniques, such as our evaluation models.

It should be noted that RapidRT does not require an accurate model of the
system under analysis, but merely the training data (in terms of task RT traces)
to be used by the analysis. In our experiments, however, we do have accurate
models of the evaluation systems such that the values given by HCRR could be
used to indicate the level of pessimism introduced by RapidRT, as the known
best-practice WCRT of tasks.

In order to show the possibility of handling some data scaling to the real
application, we will also evaluate the computing time taken by RapidRT, as
another interesting evaluation property.

6.4.2 Evaluation Models
In order to evaluate the performance of RapidRT, we decide to evaluate a large
number of models of applications. To be specific, our evaluation models are
based around four different base models, which are designed to include some
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behavioral mechanisms adopted by an industrial robotic control system, which
is our study system introduced in Section 3.1, Chapter 3. Moreover, we have
applied system evolution scenarios to these base models to create a total of 32
different models used for our evaluation.

Next, we outline the characteristics of our evaluation models, followed by
some details of the base models, as well as the way of designing different
variations of the base models pertaining to system evolution.

Model Characteristics

The characteristics of the behavioral mechanisms in our evaluation models in-
clude intricate task execution and temporal dependencies, e.g., asynchronous
message-passing by sending and receiving messages from buffers (as shown
in lines 1 to 4 in Figure 6.3), execute statements representing some computa-
tion time taken by the (sub-)task (as shown in Line 6 in Figure 6.3), Global
Shared State Variables (GSSVs) used in selecting control branches in tasks,
runtime changeability of task priorities and periods (as shown in lines 8 to 13
in Figure 6.3), and task offsets.

1 msg = recvMessage ( MyMessageQueue ) ;
2 w h i l e ( msg != NO MESSAGE ) {
3 p r o c e s s m s g ( msg ) ;
4 msg = recvMessage ( MyMessageQueue ) ; }
5
6 e x e c u t e ( f o r s o m e t i m e ) ;
7
8 i f (GSSV1 == 1 ) {
9 va r1 = 1 0 ;

10 tcb −>p e r i o d = 2 0 0 0 0 ; }
11 e l s e {
12 va r2 = 5 ;
13 tcb −>p e r i o d = 1 0 0 0 0 ; }

Figure 6.3: Iteration-loop wrt. message passing and GSSVs, and runtime
changeability of task priorities and periods in the tasks in the industrial robotic
control system evaluated in our work.
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Figure 6.4: An industrial robotic control system architecture.

Base Models

As we mentioned previously, our evaluation models are centering around four
different base models, which are designed to have increasing complexity. The
differences between these base models are mainly concerning the contained
task execution and temporal dependencies as well as the number of sub-tasks,
queues and GSSVs, which are increased from MV1-∗ to MV4-∗, as shown in
Table 6.2, making them more complex. The system architecture of the most
complicated base model MV4-∗, is shown in Figure 6.4. More details about
our base models, including their detailed pseudo code can be found in [47].

Model Variations

In order to have a large number of evaluation models, we simply apply some
typical system evolution scenarios to the four base models, each resulting in
a set of new system models to analyze. In doing this, we either increase or
decrease the execution time of sub-tasks in tasks in our base models, which
reflects the scenarios of the change on system CPU speed. In practice, such
scenarios can happen e.g., when the system is ported to a new hardware plat-
form, which thereby is upgraded or downgraded according to new design re-
quirements.

• For the increase in system CPU speed, we limit ourselves to use 2, 5 and
10 as relevant factors in the work.
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• For the decrease in system CPU speed, we limit ourselves to use 0.9,
0.8, 0.7 and 0.6 as relevant factors in the work. It is worth noticing
that a factor of 0.5 will result in the corresponding known best-practice
task WCRT longer than the corresponding task period, i.e., if one would
assume the deadline of a task to be equal to its corresponding period, ap-
plying a factor of 0.5 would violate schedulability of the system. There-
fore, the factors that are not bigger than 0.5, are not considered in the
evaluation.

Each of the factors highlighted above is marked as a postfix to the model
name, i.e., MV1-2 represents that the CPU speed of the model variation MV1-
2 is two times as fast as the CPU speed of the model MV1; In other words, the
corresponding execution time of sub-tasks in MV1-2 is 0.5 times as large as
the corresponding ones in MV1.

To summarize, the task parameters used in these evaluation models are
shown in Table 6.3, where the CTRL task is the task under analysis in Sec-
tion 6.4.4, which is the task with the most complicated timing behavior.

6.4.3 Testbed and Toolchain

Since we will show the computing time as one of the interesting properties
of our evaluation, we therefore introduce some brief information about our
testbed, which is running Microsoft Windows XP Professional, version 2002
with Service Pack 3. The computer is equipped with the Intel Core Duo CPU
E6550 processor, 2GB RAM and a 4MB L2 Cache. The processor has two
cores and one frequency level: 2.33 GHz.

RapidRT is developed to work on samples of timing data, and these sam-
ples can be taken either from monitoring of a real system, or from sampling a
simulation of a system. For our evaluation purpose, the timing data in the ex-
periments presented in this section are taken from the latter, i.e., by simulating
the system models.

The implementation of RapidRT consists of two parts, and its first part,
i.e., our sampling method, is implemented in a relatively straightforward man-
ner, which chooses the maximum of the recorded SRS task RT sample corre-
sponding to each of a set of independent simulation runs by using Monte Carlo
Simulation (MCS). Typically, MCS is realized by providing some generated
simulator input data (conforming to a uniform distribution) in RTSSim (intro-
duced in Section 2.5, Chapter 2), which is a simulation framework and allows
for simulating models describing both the functional and temporal behavior
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Table 6.2: Models description and the relevant complexity. The lower num-
bered complexity is less complex, i.e., 1 stands for the simplest model.

ModelsSub-tasksQueuesGSSVs Description Complexity
MV-1* 40 7 8 IPC via the bounded

number of messages and
GSSVs, and task offsets.

1

MV-2* 42 7 8 IPC via the bounded
number of messages and
GSSVs, and runtime
changeability of prior-
ities of tasks, and task
offsets.

2

MV-3* 42 7 8 IPC via the bounded
number of messages and
GSSVs, and runtime
changeability of priori-
ties and periods of tasks,
and task offsets.

3

MV-4* 59 12 10 IPC via the unbounded
number of messages and
GSSVs, and runtime
changeability of priori-
ties and periods of tasks,
and task offsets.

4

of tasks. The interested reader can refer to [38] for a thorough description of
RTSSim.

The other part of RapidRT, i.e., the posterior statistical correction process,
is implemented as an executable program with a friendly GUI developed using
Microsoft’s C# programming language. As shown in Figure 6.5, after loading a
number of timing traces containing task response time training data, RapidRT
visualizes the corresponding timing behavior of the task by presenting some
descriptive statistics, such as minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation,
variance and probability density function. Moreover, RapidRT provides two
ways of obtaining a probabilistic task WCRT estimate, by using either some
given values of parameters (as default) or user defined values. In addition,
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Table 6.3: Tasks and task parameters for evaluation models. The lower
numbered priority is more significant, i.e., 0 stands for the highest priority.
CTRL H and CTRL L represent the CTRL task with a higher and a lower pri-
ority respectively.

Task Period (μs) Offset (μs) Priority Models
DRIVE 2 000 12 000 2 MV1-*, MV2-*,

MV3-*, MV4-*
CTRL H 20 000 0 4 MV2-*, MV3-*,

MV4-*
IO 5 000 500 5 MV1-*, MV2-*,

MV3-*, MV4-*
CTRL L 10 000 0 6 MV1-*, MV2-*,

MV3-*, MV4-*
PLAN 80 000 0 8 MV1-*, MV2-*,

MV3-*, MV4-*

RapidRT supports multiple threads UI, e.g., the software execution process
can be terminated at runtime if users press the button Stop. Figure 6.5 shows an
overview of the tool GUI, which is comprised of four different working views,
i.e., SYSTEM TASK TREE view, DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF TASK RT
POPULATION view, PARAMETERS SETTING view and ANALYSIS OUTPUT
view.

6.4.4 Evaluation Results
In this section we discuss the evaluation results, by firstly presenting the im-
provement on the sampling method of RapidRT, which is followed by the cal-
ibration and tightness of the task WCRT computed by RapidRT and its com-
puting time.

Improvement on the Sampling Method of RapidRT

Here we firstly evaluate the performance of the proposed sampling method, in
terms of the improvements on results with regard to the collected higher task
RT data, comparing to the traditional sampling method Monte Carlo Experi-
ment (MCE). The relevant improvement given by RapidRT is expressed as per-
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Figure 6.5: RapidRT Graphical User Interface (GUI).

centages which are calculated in the following way, i.e.,
rtRapidRT

sampling−rtMCE

rtMCE
× 100%.

As shown in Figure 6.6, our sampling method can find higher task RT data in
all the evaluation models with the maximum improvement 23.16%, compar-
ing the MCE. More importantly, the samples achieved by our method satisfy
the i.i.d. assumption which is required by any statistical correction process,
whereas the samples achieved by the traditional sampling method MCE are
not i.i.d., due to the existence of dependencies between tasks.

Tightness

Next, we evaluate the performance of RapidRT in terms of calibration and
tightness of the results, comparing the known best-practice task WCRTs. In
Table 6.4 and 6.5, the values in Column BP are the known best-practice task
WCRTs for all the models MV1-*, MV2-*, MV3-* and MV4-*, retrieved using
our Best Practice (BP) method HCRR; The inherent pessimism in the resulting
WCRT estimates that are provided by RapidRT is expressed as percentages

which are calculated in the following way, i.e., rtRapidRT
est −rtBP

rtBP
× 100%. As shown

in tables, the results given by RapidRT are at most 14.78% more pessimistic
comparing the known best-practice task WCRTs.

Note that one may argue, after looking at the results, why not use the best
practice approach as it gives lower response time values, i.e., hinting on less
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Figure 6.6: The sampling method of RapidRT can find higher task response
time data in all evaluation models, when compared with the traditional sam-
pling method Monte Carlo Experiment.

pessimism comparing RapidRT. Recall, then that the restriction of the best
practice approach is that it needs an accurate model of the system under anal-
ysis, whereas RapidRT does not have such a requirement. Instead we believe
of a broader applicability of RapidRT in complex industrial embedded soft-
ware systems, while the evaluation setup in this section is merely designed to
investigate the properties of calibration and tightness.

Computing Time

Finally, looking at the time it takes to practically use RapidRT on a model of a
system, the computing time of RapidRT is on average a few minutes, of which
the longest is 4.02 minutes. These indicate that RapidRT has a good potential
of handling real life-scale task systems, which consequently shows its practical
feasibility.

Experiments summary

Summarizing the above observations, our evaluation results confirm the fol-
lowing points:

• Our proposed statistical RTA method (which does not require any knowl-
edge about the task execution time), corresponding to different model
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complexities, can find calibrated and tight task response time estimates,
by bounding the known best-practice task worst-case response times in
all our evaluation models. To be specific, such estimates are in the close
proximity to the known best-practice WCRT of tasks, i.e., less than 15%
more pessimistic compared with our best practice approach.

• On average the trials RapidRT took only a few minutes to compute. This
is an important step toward handling real life-scale task systems.

Table 6.4: RapidRT can tightly bound the known best-practice WCRT of tasks
in all evaluation models, when CPU speed of systems is increased (or the ET
of all sub-tasks in tasks is decreased).

Models BP RapidRT Pessimism
MV1-1 4 432 4 512.923 1.83%
MV1-2 1 842 1 954.082 6.09%
MV1-5 740 784.087 5.96%
MV1-10 346 374.283 8.17%
MV2-1 5 332 5 986.396 12.27%
MV2-2 1 892 1 970.612 4.16%
MV2-5 760 790.591 4.03%
MV2-10 356 394.068 10.69%
MV3-1 4 432 5 086.828 14.78%
MV3-2 1 842 1 949.110 5.82%
MV3-5 740 788.158 6.51%
MV3-10 346 375.177 8.43%

M4-1 8 474 8 595.674 1.44%
M4-2 3 804 4 058.691 6.70%
M4-5 1 342 1 387.387 3.38%

M4-10 668 695.133 4.06%

6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our statistical Response-Time Analysis (RTA),
which derives a calibrated and tight upper bound on response time estimates
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Table 6.5: RapidRT can more tightly bound the known best-practice WCRT of
tasks in all evaluation models, when CPU speed of systems is decreased (or the
ET of all sub-tasks in tasks is increased).

Models BP RapidRT Pessimism
MV1-0.9 4 901 5 200.832 6.12%
MV1-0.8 6 857 7 606.950 10.94%
MV1-0.7 7 823 8 452.365 8.05%
MV1-0.6 9 340 10 383.397 11.17%
MV2-0.9 6 796 7 010.435 3.16%
MV2-0.8 7 419 8 406.046 13.30%
MV2-0.7 9 204 9 864.532 7.18%
MV2-0.6 11 127 11 718.066 5.13%
MV3-0.9 4 901 5 229.438 6.70%
MV3-0.8 6 857 7 497.974 9.35%
MV3-0.7 7 823 8 891.231 13.66%
MV3-0.6 9 340 9 414.106 0.79%
M4-0.9 9 312 10 153.057 9.03%
M4-0.8 11 089 11 141.422 0.47%
M4-0.7 13 108 13 639.713 4.06%
M4-0.6 15 167 16 706.451 10.15%

of tasks in real-time embedded systems containing intricate task execution and
temporal dependencies. Specifically, the resulting three contributions are:

1. We have shown how to compute an upper bound on the task worst-case
response time estimate based on a given task reliability requirement, a
proposed sampling method, together with a posterior statistical correc-
tion process by using different statistical methods and search algorithms.

2. The analysis results are calibrated and tight, and the corresponding com-
puting time taken by the analysis is a few minutes on average, which
have shown the potential of handling real life-scale task systems.

3. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on statistical RTA
which does not require any knowledge of the task execution times, of
which accurate estimates are difficult to obtain in practice. Instead, our
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method uses the measured task response time sample satisfying the inde-
pendent and identically distributed assumption, as the qualified training
data.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

In this chapter we first summarize and conclude the thesis, and then we discuss
some possible future research directions.

7.1 Summary

This thesis provides a link between the traditional Response-Time Analysis
(RTA) and the more complicated domain of real-time embedded systems con-
taining intricate task execution and temporal dependencies. We have presented
and discussed some of the difficulties lying in, and proposed several solutions
for performing pragmatic RTA of such systems by using a collection of differ-
ent techniques.

To be specific, we give an introduction to our research by starting with a
motive for research, and then giving an overview of our specific analysis tech-
niques and contributions. Embedded real-time systems are introduced together
with some relevant terminology and definitions. The state of the art of RTA of
real-time embedded systems is presented, covering real-time scheduling, RTA
and Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis. The research challenges
are discussed, and our proposed two pragmatic approaches to timing analysis
of real-time embedded systems are presented. Our analysis methods are based
upon simulation optimization using meta-heuristics and statistics. In addition,
we have discussed validation of simulation models, which is an important is-
sue when simulation-based methods are used. Finally, in the evaluation of our
technical contributions, we have used a number of simulation models describ-
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ing two fictive but representative industrial applications.
In the following, we briefly discuss the applicability of our methods sepa-

rately:

• By considering MABERA and HCRR as a simulation-based method,
which is widely used in both industry and academia, their usability is
highly dependent on if the simulation models for analysis can be ob-
tained. To have such models requires knowledge of the target system,
e.g., via the availability of source code or assembly code of the intended
system. Moreover, the possibility to address model validity is of utter-
most importance.

It is interesting to stress that both MABERA and HCRR can also be
used with software testing working on target systems, since both of them
can optimize the system input and use the output to improve the testing
results. The only difference lying here is that MABERA works with a
black box view of the target system (i.e., no knowledge of a detailed
system input representation is required); while HCRR adopts a white
box view (i.e., the necessity of a detailed system input representation)
for optimization.

• RapidRT is an approach to timing analysis that requires neither source
code and/or assembly code of the target system, nor the task WCET es-
timates as analysis input, nor simulation models of the target. It adopts
measurement and a data analysis process using statistics, to analyze ap-
plications in practice. Moreover, all the relevant parameters (i.e., differ-
ent sample sizes, a task reliability requirement) in RapidRT can be tuned,
rather than being hard coded, to compute an analysis result. Therefore,
we are optimistic with the applicability of RapidRT in the context of real
industrial applications.

7.2 Future Research Directions
In brief, some interesting future research directions include:

• More evaluations of our developed statistical RTA framework in indus-
trial circles.

The RapidRT evaluation has been taken in analyzing the system model
inspired by some industrial robotic control applications, and some case
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studies in the other domains of automotive telematics, aerospace and
defense, telecommunication, could be interesting to be considered. Ad-
ditionally, based upon our current evaluation, the correlation between
the tightness of the analysis results of RapidRT and the selected factors
of the change on system CPU speed in our evaluation is not so obvious
to observe. We may consider to conduct some relevant investigation on
this issue by using other type of evaluation models, as another part of
our future work.

• The application of using our proposed statistical approach to the WCET
analysis, as a statistical measurement-based WCET analysis method.

Some theoretical foundation and preliminary evaluation have been dis-
cussed and studied in [48, 49]. Therefore, some interesting research can
be further conducted in the direction given by the presented approach.

• The exploration of the proposed statistical RTA technique to deal with
software systems running on multi cores or multiprocessors.

In general, statistics is widely applied in different domains ranging from
actuarial science, biostatistics, business analytics to environmental statistics,
operations research, quality control, statistical finance, etc. Therefore, the ap-
plication of RapidRT and its variation can be scouted in some other research,
rather than the research in real-time embedded systems.





Appendix A

Complete List of Publications

In this appendix, we give the complete list of publications, to introduce a full
picture of achievements of my Ph.D. work in the area of real-time systems and
software engineering. These publications also include the ones that are not
directly related to this thesis. Specifically, our publications are divided into
three categories: 1) papers that are fundamental for the thesis contributions,
which are referred to as backbone publications and, 2) papers that are related
to the thesis, but not directly to the thesis main contributions and, 3) papers
that are not related to the thesis. The papers that are not related to the thesis are
mainly the results of our research in formal analysis. All the papers are sorted
in the chronological order in each category.

With the papers that are fundamental for the thesis contributions, we also
state my particular contribution in the work, together with how the papers are
used in the thesis. Additionally, Table A.1 gives an overview of the relation
between papers and the chapters in this thesis.

Backbone Publications

1. A Statistical Response-Time Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Sys-
tems, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte, Iain Bate and Liliana Cucu-Grosjean, in
submission to the 33rd IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS’
12).

Abstract: Real-time embedded systems are becoming ever more com-
plex, and we are reaching the stage where even if static Response-Time
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Table A.1: The relation between our papers and the chapters of the thesis.

Chapter Backbone papers Related papers
Chapter 1 - -
Chapter 2 - -
Chapter 3 - 7
Chapter 4 5,6 7,14,16,17,23,24
Chapter 5 2,3 7,18,19,20
Chapter 6 1,4 7,8,12,13,14,15,16,17,21,22
Chapter 7 - 9,10,11

Analysis (RTA) was feasible from a cost and technical perspective, the
results of such an analysis are overly pessimistic, making them less use-
ful to the practitioner. In fact, system complexity, software flexibility
and adaptiveness, along with advanced hardware features that were orig-
inally designed to increase the overall system performance have created
a situation where most existing real-time embedded systems tend to be
probabilistic in their runtime behavior. This advocates moving toward
statistical RTA, which instead of calculating worst-case timing proper-
ties computes a probabilistic response time estimate pertaining to a given
task reliability requirement. The contribution of this paper is to present
and evaluate such a statistical RTA technique which does not require
worst-case execution times of tasks as inputs and is applicable to real
systems that are complex from a task dependencies perspective.

Thesis contribution: This paper presents our primary contribution to
statistical timing analysis, which defines a rigorous analysis framework
and also includes the work on the improvement on the sampling method,
results accuracy, computing time, comparing our prior work.

My contribution: Yue Lu has been the main driver in this paper, to-
gether with other authors who joined the discussion and wrote parts of
the paper.

2. Assessment of Trace-Differences in Timing Analysis for Complex
Real-Time Embedded Systems, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte, Iain Bate, Jo-
han Kraft and Christer Norström, In proceeding of the 6th IEEE Inter-
national Symposium on Industrial Embedded Systems (SIES’ 11), pages
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284–293, June, 2011.

Abstract: In this paper, we look at identifying temporal differences
between different versions of Complex Real-Time Embedded Systems
(CRTES) by using timing traces representing response times and exe-
cution times of tasks. In particular, we are interested in being able to
reason about whether a particular change to CRTES will impact on their
temporal performance, which is difficult to answer due to the compli-
cated timing behavior such CRTES have. To be specific, we first pro-
pose a sampling mechanism to eliminate dependencies existing in tasks’
response time and execution time data in the traces taken from CRTES,
which makes any statistical inference in probability theory and statistics
realistic. Next, we use a mature statistical method, i.e., the nonparamet-
ric two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, to assess the possible tem-
poral differences between different versions of CRTES by using timing
traces. Moreover, we introduce a method of reducing the number of sam-
ples used in the analysis, while keeping the accuracy of analysis results.
This is not trivial, as collecting a large amount of samples in terms of
executing real systems is often costly. Our evaluation using simulation
models describing an industrial robotic control system with complicated
tasks timing behavior, indicates that the proposed method can success-
fully identify temporal differences between different versions of CRTES,
if there is any. Furthermore, our proposed method outperforms the other
statistical methods, e.g., bootstrap and permutation tests, that are often
widely used in contexts, in terms of bearing on the accuracy of results
when other methods have failed.

Thesis contribution: This paper has presented our primary contribution
to simulation model validation from a task response time and execu-
tion time perspective. The evaluation of our method has shown that our
method outperforms the other statistical methods that are often widely
used in practice.

My contribution: Yue Lu has been the main driver in this work, to-
gether with other authors who joined the discussion and provided useful
comments on the paper.

3. A Statistical Approach to Simulation Model Validation in Response-
Time Analysis of Complex Real-Time Embedded Systems, Yue Lu,
Johan Kraft, Thomas Nolte and Iain Bate, In proceeding of the 26th
ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC’ 11), pages 711–716,
March, 2011.
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Abstract: As simulation-based analysis methods make few restrictions
on the system design and scale to very large and complex systems, they
are widely used in, e.g., timing analysis of complex real-time embedded
systems (CRTES) in industrial circles. However, before such methods
are used, the analysis simulation models have to be validated in order
to assess if they represent the actual system or not, which also matters
to the confidence in the simulation results. This paper presents a sta-
tistical approach to validation of temporal simulation models extracted
from CRTES, by introducing existing mature statistical hypothesis tests
to the context. Moreover, our evaluation using simulation models depict-
ing a fictive but representative industrial robotic control system indicates
that the proposed method can successfully identify temporal differences
between different simulation models, hence it has the potential to be con-
sidered as an effective simulation model validation technique.

Thesis contribution: This paper has presented our contribution to sim-
ulation model validation from the perspective of the response time of
tasks.

My contribution: Yue Lu has been the main driver in this work, to-
gether with other authors who joined the discussion and provided useful
comments on the paper.

4. A Statistical Approach to Response-Time Analysis of Complex Em-
bedded Real-Time Systems, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte, Johan Kraft and
Christer Norström, In proceeding of the 16th IEEE International Confer-
ence on Embedded and Real-Time Computing Systems and Applications
(RTCSA’ 10), pages 153–160, August, 2010.

Abstract: This paper presents a novel statistical-based approach to Worst-
Case Response-Time (WCRT) analysis of complex real-time system mod-
els. These system models have been tailored to capture intricate exe-
cution dependencies between tasks, inspired by real industrial control
systems. The proposed WCRT estimation algorithm is based on Ex-
treme Value Theory (EVT) and produces both WCRT estimates together
with a probability of being exceeded. By using the tools developed, an
evaluation is presented using three different simulation models, and four
other methods as reference: Monte Carlo simulation, MABERA, HCRR
and traditional Response-Time Analysis (basic RTA). Empirical results
demonstrate that the benefit of the proposed approach, in terms of 1) re-
duced pessimism when compared with the basic RTA and 2) validated
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guarantee of never being less than the actual response time values. The
proposed approach also needs much fewer simulations comparing other
three simulation-based methods.
Thesis contribution: This paper has presented our initial work on using
statistics with simulation-based analysis methods to perform response-
time analysis of real-time embedded systems.
My contribution: Yue Lu has been the main driver in this work, col-
laborating with other authors who joined the discussion, provided useful
comments and wrote parts of the paper.

5. Simulation-Based Timing Analysis of Complex Real-Time Systems,
Markus Bohlin, Yue Lu, Johan Kraft, Per Kreuger and Thomas Nolte, In
proceeding of the 15th IEEE International Conference on Embedded and
Real-Time Computing Systems and Applications (RTCSA’ 09), pages
321–328, August, 2009.
Abstract: This paper presents an efficient best-effort approach for simula-
tion-based timing analysis of complex real-time systems. The method
can handle in principle any software design which can be simulated, and
is based on controlling simulation input using a simple yet novel hill-
climbing algorithm. Unlike previous approaches, the new algorithm di-
rectly manipulates simulation parameters such as execution times, arrival
jitter and input. An evaluation is presented using six different simulation
models, and two other simulation methods as reference: Monte Carlo
simulation and MABERA. The new method proposed in this paper was
4-11% more accurate while at the same time 42 times faster, on average,
than the reference methods.
Thesis contribution: This paper has presents our simulation optimization-
based analysis method, namely Hill Climbing with Random Restarts
(HCRR), which is an improved version of our prior work. A thorough
evaluation has shown that HCRR can find more accurate WCRT faster
than alternative methods, such as MABERA and Monte Carlo simula-
tion.
My contribution: Yue Lu has been involved in the discussion on the
work, designed and implemented an RTSSim evaluation model inspired
by a test application in an Arcticus system, written parts of the paper and
reviewed the paper.

6. A Metaheuristic Approach for Best Effort Timing Analysis targeting
Complex Legacy Real-Time Systems, Johan Kraft, Yue Lu, Christer
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Norström and Anders Wall, In proceeding of the 15th IEEE Real-Time
and Embedded Technology and Applications Symposium (RTAS’ 08),
pages 258–269, April, 2008.

Abstract: Many companies developing real-time systems today have no
means for response-time analysis, as their systems violate the assump-
tions of traditional analytical methods for response-time analysis and are
too complex for exhaustive analysis using model checking. This paper
presents a novel approach for best effort response time analysis targeting
such systems, where probabilistic simulation is guided by a search algo-
rithm of meta-heuristic type, similar to genetic algorithms. The best ef-
fort approach means that the result is not guaranteed to be the worst-case
response time, but also that the method scales to large industrial systems.
The proposed method should be regarded as a form of testing, focusing
on timing properties. An evaluation is presented which indicates that the
proposed approach is significantly more efficient than traditional proba-
bilistic simulation in finding extreme task response times. The paper also
presents a method for finding good parameters for the search algorithm,
in order to improve its efficiency.

Thesis contribution: This paper presents one of our two simulation
optimization methods, i.e., MABERA, and we have also evaluated the
method by using a case study in our industrial circles.

My contribution: Yue Lu joined the discussion on the proposed method,
implemented the Simopti tool i.e., an implementation of the MABERA
search algorithm with a Graphic User Interface (GUI), wrote parts of the
paper and reviewed the paper as the second author.

Publications Related to the Thesis

7. An Evaluation Framework for Complex Industrial Real-Time Em-
bedded Systems, Yue Lu and Thomas Nolte, Technical Report, MRTC,
February, 2012.

8. RapidRT: A Tool For Statistical Response-Time Analysis of Com-
plex Industrial Real-Time Embedded Systems, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte,
Liliana Cucu-Grosjean and Iain Bate, Real-Time Systems@Work, Open
Demo Session of the 32nd IEEE Real-Time Systems Symposium (RTSS’
11), November, 2011.
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9. A Trace-Based Statistical Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis of
Component-Based Real-Time Embedded Systems, Yue Lu, Thomas
Nolte, Iain Bate and Liliana Cucu-Grosjean, In proceeding of the Work-
in-Progress (WiP) session of the 16th IEEE International Conference on
Emerging Technology and Factory Automation (ETFA’ 11), pages 1–4,
September, 2011.

10. A New Way about using Statistical Analysis of Worst-Case Execu-
tion Times, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte, Iain Bate and Liliana Cucu-Grosjean,
ACM SIGBED Review, vol 8, nr 2, ACM, September, 2011.

11. A New Way about using Statistical Analysis of Worst-Case Execu-
tion Times, Yue Lu, Thomas Nolte, Iain Bate and Liliana Cucu-Grosjean,
In proceeding of the Work-in-Progress (WiP) session of the 23rd EU-
ROMICRO Conference on Real-Time Systems (ECRTS’ 11), July, 2011.

12. A Statistical Response-Time Analysis of Complex Real-Time Em-
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